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NEW CHIEF
MAGISTRATE

MACRITCHIE
Sherrilee Phillips, SHBC

Arrived on the RMS St
Helena on 29 June was
the island’s newest addition to the local legal
team, Chief Magistrate,
John MacRitchie.

MIKE BOAT CATCHES THE DRY DOCK SPIRIT

On Saturday the ‘Mike’ boat was lifted onto
the wharf to undergo maintenance. “This is
the first time she has been out of the water for
over 3 years,” said an official observing the
operation. Workers started scraping barnacles

from the hull right away. That same afternoon
the RMS sailed for Cape Town, where she will
undergo 3 weeks of refurbishment in dry dock.
Captain Andrew Greentree explains some of
the planned works. See page 12 for full report.

‘Mike’ boat lifted ashore for maintenance on Saturday

Having taken the oaths of office on 2
July, in the presence of Governor Capes,
he begins a long term contract of 5 years.
MacRitchie will be present for his first
day of court today; I took the opportunity
to speak with him.
“My first task will be to find out how the
law operates in St Helena. So change will
be slow to begin with,” said MacRitchie.
“I’m very familiar with the details of the
law but, in terms of the procedures that
operate here, I need to see what’s happening and over time I will make various
recommendations to the Magistrates as to
how we conduct business in the Magistrates’ Court. Hopefully, improvements
can be made where they are needed. One
of the things I’ve emphasised is that I am
here to be a part of a team. Magistrates
here are regarded extremely highly, not
only by those who I’ve spoken to on the
island but, certainly with the island, in
terms of what they have achieved, especially with the resources they have available to them. My role, I hope will bring in
a demonstrably independent aspect to the
Magistrates’ Court and that as a legally
qualified person I’m able to assist Magistrates to apply the law.”
continued on page 4
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ST HELENA NEWS SNIPPETS
work for less money, that is their big CASTLE TOWER
aim. St Helena only has one pot that The Castle tower is currently supported by
has to be shared amongst so many, wooden beams that were erected when vistherefore I can’t see where that ible cracks appeared in the structure. The
would work in St Helena. I did give Sentinel spoke to David Thompson, Direcinput as to the way we operate in St tor of Infrastructure and Utilities on 28 June.
Helena, we’re almost on the same “There’s a problem with some cracks obline as them, instead we spend first served just over a year ago, with the tower
and save later. We are all talking in starting to move away from the rest of the
the same terms with regards to try Castle,” said Thompson. “We have erected,
and get more work for less money.” for a long while now, what we call shorWhat did you learn about the media ing, that’s the timber struts that hold up the
that you didn’t already know?
tower. It’s shored so that it won’t fall down.
“The media was very interesting,” There is still some concern about continusaid Yon “there were two parts; one ing movement. We’ve had a look under the
part, the media taking democracy basement of the Castle and there is some
to new ordinances and the second, water seepage that is washing away some
making parliament relevant to the of the support to the tower and indeed, the
media. They talked about all the dif- moat.”
ferent ways in which the media can With the shoring up Thompson stated that
be used. They brought up about half there were no safety issues posed to workers
a dozen and more different ways, for at the Castle. He has been working with Daexample like Facebook, Twitter and vid Taylor, Head of Planning for a solution
things like that. They said the media to the damaged structure. “We are tying the
is a very useful tool but we need to top of the tower into the main body of the
use it in the best way possible to suit Castle that is still sound,” said Thompson.
everybody, it is one of the easiest ways of “A metal rod will be put through the Casgetting through to the public and constitu- tle and having plates in each end. We can
ents.”
then squeeze those plates together and tie it
What will be the next step in terms of using across the top of the tower on both sides.”
the media knowledge that you came back Designs for the repair work are now availwith? “I, at the moment, do not anticipate able. “I’ve just been told that we have a deusing any of that apart from for my own sign on island now and we need to see how
personal use as such, in a form in which we we can arrange the manufacture of that,”
do now, under the In Focus (radio show), I said Thompson. “We’ll need to get consent
could use some of that to improve what we for that as well because it’s a historic buildare doing.”
ing. We’re still a number of months from
So what was the advantage of being there
as opposed to obtaining the information over the phone or by correspondence?
“Being there and dealing with the
conference directly helps you grasp
it better,” said Yon, “you get more
input, if you talk to people outside
of the forum; they can give you
ideas also about how things work.”
What did you think of Edinburgh?
“For what I saw it was really nice,
but this was very little due to a busy
schedule. In Glasgow I was very
impressed with the arena they’re
building for the 2014 Commonwealth games, it’s a massive place,
a lot of money has been put into
it and it can be used for other purposes once the games are over. That
was a big insight for me.”
Yon said the trip went well overall,
he only experienced one delay. On
Ascension the flight was delayed
due to snow on the Falklands runway.
“I’m happy to be back,” concluded
Councillor Yon
Yon.

Junella
and baby
Jase

BABY NEWS
A baby son Jase William Moulding was
born on Sunday 24 June at 3.40pm to parents Junella Moulding and Darren Williams of Deadwood. Jase was 7lb and 8oz
in weight and born right on his due date.
Junella said “being a new mummy has not
really sunk in properly yet. As long as he
gets his feed he’ll sleep 4-5 hours straight.”
Junella and Darren would like to thank Dr
Deon, Erika and Dadiria for the safe delivery of Jase. They would also like to thank
Junella’s work colleagues, the Customs staff
for their support.

COUNCILLOR YON
RETURNS FROM
SCOTLAND
Councillor Mervyn Yon returned to the island on Friday 22 June. Yon attended the
42nd British Island and Mediterranean region annual conference in the Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh. The conference, hosted
by the Scotland Branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA)
was a four day conference, with the theme
‘Making Parliaments Relevant.’
Before Yon left in June he told The Sentinel there were two topics at the conference
of particular interest to him, preventative
spend and the media.
“Preventative spend; they talk about it a
little different as to what would suit St Helena,” explains Yon, “St Helena is an aid
dependent country and we have to make do
with what we’ve got. It’s a little different
over there, what they’re trying to do with
regards to preventative spend is to do more
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a permanent solution and, of course, having
tied the tower up so that it’s safe, we will
need to repair it visually as well.” Although,
the department are not working to a set time
scale, Thompson hopes the work can be
completed in approximately 6 months. “It’s
probably going to take us 3 months to get
the planning application submitted and considered; proper public consultation. If that’s
successful the materials will have to be ordered.”

NEW DUMP
The issue of the dump’s proximity to the
airport site has been an ongoing concern.
Visiting consultant, Grant Pearson of ‘SLR
Consultancy’ has been on island reviewing
the best options for a better waste management program. Five options were identified
and a paper presented to Exco recommended a preference for separating household
waste, with a separate treatment plant for
organic waste. Only inorganic waste will
be disposed off at Horse Point. Examples
of inorganic waste includes items within
household rubbish that cannot decompose
and become a natural part of the soil again.
Tara Pelembe heads the newly established
Environmental Management Directorate
and has been working with Pearson. “The
key driver, which is why the separation of
organic waste is really important, is the airport and the potential risk of bird strike,”
said Pelembe. “The main thing that attracts
birds is the organic waste at the Horse Point

Shoring on the
Castle tower

landfill. The driver is to then get rid
of the organic waste and then the bird
strike will be minimised.”
Areas for the new site have already
been highlighted. “In the Land Development Control Plan (LDCP),
in the solid waste section, there are
two sites that are identified,” said
Pelembe. The two sites listed in the
LDCP is upper Rupert’s Valley and
Donkey Plain. Pelembe’s department
is currently studying the advantages
of both sites. “At the moment we
aren’t far enough down the road and
there’s probably different pros and
cons,” said Pelembe. So when will
the new proposed site be announced?
“There’s a whole implementation
plan to implement this option that
has been put forward and that will
be, probably sometime in August or
September.”
Pelembe explained that primarily
the island would focus on separating
organic waste. “We will be encouraging recycling,” said Pelembe. “It
won’t be recycling everything, because of the island and the scale, there won’t
be space for everything that can be recycled
to go somewhere. So primarily, we will be
looking at separating organic waste at home.
We are also working with the existing recycling initiatives like ‘SHAPE’ for recycling
paper, Michael ‘New Pence’ for recycling
bottles, and New Horizons are also looking
at recycling aluminium cans.”
Once this initiative is established, there will be areas around
the island that will have drop
off points to recycle items like
bottles. Solomon’s PLC have
already agreed to having a recycling point at HTH Supermarket.
With planning consent being
given to SHELCO for their eco
resort at Broadbottom, Pelembe
wants this to become a way of
life for all residents. “If we want
St Helena to be a green island,
we want to sell it as a green island,” said Pelembe. “It’s not
that we have to have just nice
plants, animals and green views,
but, I also believe that we have
to do that everywhere in life.
The message that I want to get
across for this, is that this isn’t
new for St Helena. Islanders
have done this for years. How
many of us grew up separating our food peelings for our
animals? So these aren’t new
things, we’re looking at what we
used to do before and let’s just
keep on doing that.”

Anna and
baby Dillon

NEW ARRIVAL
Baby boy Dillon Ryan George was born on
Tuesday 26 June at 9.53am to parents Anna
Thomas & Ryan George of HTH. Dillon
weighed 6lb 10oz (or £6 and 10 pence according to a young cousin) and measured
49cm in length. Four year old sister Ashlyn
is proud of her little brother and has been
very helpful watching over him. Anna and
Ryan are looking forward to the challenges
and all the happy moments ahead with their
two children.

DENTAL SURGERY
UPGRADED
The Dental Clinic re-opened its doors on
Monday 2 July at 11am after 12 days of
renovations. I spoke to Dentist Wayne Badier. “All the chairs are being replaced,
we’ll be getting in new hand pieces, they’ll
come on the ship, hopefully on the 3rd of
August” said Badier. The compressors, the
suctions units; everything’s been upgraded.
The previous surgical chairs were breaking
down all the time, the air lines were leaking,
the suction wasn’t working properly. The
new stuff that’s been installed is far more effective, easier to keep clean and sterile. It’s
definitely a vast improvement on what we
had.” There are two surgery rooms within
the clinic and both were refitted. The work
was carried out by the Infrastructure & Utilities department. No work was done on the
dental laboratory.
The new chairs have ultrasonic units built
continued on page 5
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SENTINEL
COMMENT
Darrin Henry, SHBC

A visit to SHAPE in Sandy Bay, is like a
guilty slap around the face. In a good way!
It’s almost a daily habit for many of us, to
feel sorry for ourselves; hard done by; why
me?
Gripes at work, frustration with family, fed
up with the routine... Sometimes a quiet
grump is helpful, it gets us over another
small bump in the road of life. But now and
again the majority of us get a little carried
away and the moan becomes disproportionate to the problem.
I’m on this theme after being given a tour
of SHAPE.
“What we do here is we provide training
and work experience for the disabled and
vulnerable people of the island,” is what
Lolly Young told me as she began to show
me around. Looking back at the visit now,
I’m not sure if Lolly realises just how much
they are overachieving at SHAPE.
On the opposite side of the island, in Jamestown, a lot of people are frantically trying to
plot a successful course for St Helena, before it’s ‘too late.’ Of course, much of this
is necessary. We can’t just, not do it. But
sometimes what goes on does seem a little
‘muddled.’
However, perhaps when thinking and motivation begins to flag, a visit to the old Sandy
Bay First school might be helpful. There we
will be able to observe a work place full of
happy, motivated people all pulling together
as a team. There are examples everywhere
of creative thinking, clever use of natural resources and how it is possible to turn ideas
into action and productivity. There is plenty
of inspiration for business people, especially
as the staff are keen to share information on
what works, what doesn’t and their methods of getting there. And then there are the
clients. That’s where the guilty slap comes
in. Each person I spoke to wanted to tell me
about what they can do – their ability – not
their disability.
I drove out of Sandy Bay that day humbled,
but also inspired.
(SHAPE report on pages 18/19)
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SHBC
VACANCY
Journalist & Media
Production Assistant
Applications are invited from individuals
interested in working across a full range of
media disciplines, including journalism,
newspaper editing/production, photography,
radio presentation and production, research
and office administration, web site and web
based administration and video/TV presentation and production.
Whilst knowledge in any of these areas would
be an advantage, we are primarily seeking individuals with an enthusiastic attitude, prepared to work hard as part of a modern and
vibrant media team. Full training and support
will be available for successful candidates,
who will be expected to develop skills across
all the different aspects of the media operations. Individuals with interest and flair in
certain areas will be encouraged to become
specialised in those areas.
Starting salary, approximately £7,700 per annum.
Please submit a current CV with covering letter and referees, to SHBC CEO, Darrin Henry, by Monday 9 July either by post or email.
Please email applications and job description
requests to: ceo@shbc.sh
Or by post to
Darrin Henry, SHBC, The Livery Stables,
Nr The Market Building, Jamestown.

RMS loading
containers for
Cape Town on
Saturday

NEW CHIEF MAGISTRATE
MACRITCHIE
continued from front page
MacRitchie learnt about the job whilst
browsing the internet and has had an interest in the island for a number of years. “I’ve
been looking at St Helena for many years
because my ancestors were here,” revealed
MacRitchie, “back in 1821 as the surgeon
to the East India Company who, at that
time administered St Helena and therefore
I’ve always known about St Helena. I saw
the job and thought it fitted me perfectly, in
terms of what was being looked for; I applied for it and was fortunate enough to be
given it.”
For MacRitchie, one of the attractions of the
job was its variety. He explained, “I think
the whole experience is something I’m
looking forward to, I’m not only the Chief
Magistrate and therefore sitting in the Magistrates’ Court. On most occasions, not all
occasions there will be times when I will not
chair the Magistrates’ Court even though I
have a right to do so, in terms of the Magistrates’ Court Ordinance.”
Within his role MacRitchie will also be
mentoring and training Magistrates that are
already on island. He said, “I will sometimes sit as what is referred to as a ‘Winger’
sitting with the chairperson of the bench.
On other occasions I’ll observe what’s happening and have a briefing afterwards to see
if improvements can be made or if training
may be necessary. One of the attractions of
the job is that it’s not just sitting as Chief
Magistrate, I’m also the Registrar of Lands.
I’m also the Coroner and will be working
with the existing two Coroners to update the
present Coroners’ ordinance over the next
year and hopefully bring place in an effective and efficient system.” MacRitchie’s
role as Lands Registrar will begin next
week. In addition to this he will adopt the
new post of Media Standards Commissioner
later this year.

Shooting News
JAMESTOWN RIFLE CLUB
On 3 July, 2012 at 4.30pm the JTRC door was
opened to the youth for their shooting competition. The place was booming with all guns
blazing. Full report to follow next week.
At 6.45pm our club night activity started and
all aiming to go with the first 3 shooters on
the firing platform. Deirdre Maggott shot 94
& 96.2 = 190.2, Patrick Young 94.1 & 99.6 =
193.7, Pat Henry 91 & 96.1 = 187.1.
During preparation for the next group of
shooters the club was plunged into darkness
due to a power outage. Flashlights was use
to pack up and secure the equipment, as we
finished and closed down for the night. Will
continue next week, 10 July, after the youth
competition.
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CHANGES IN THE LAW

New dentist chair
and appliances
there is so much other work that needs to be
done. A person’s got to do the most important and work up. Then go to more secondary dentistry, the more specialised aspects
of dentistry. Get the people with tooth ache
and dental decay sorted out first.”
I asked advice on dental hygiene, “brush
teeth twice a day and have regular check ups.
Cut down on the amount of sugars you eat
and the frequency of eating sugars. It takes
about 20 minutes for the saliva to neutralise
Dental staff: Wayne Badier, Lina Knipe, Charmaine the acids
from eatBuckley, Mandy Fowler & Wendy Gough
ing regular
sweets. If
you
are
continually eating sweets
and sugary things
then you
are going
to end up
with decay”, said
Badier.
Staff
at
the clinic
includes
a dental
nurse, dental nurse
assistant,
in, it was very frustrating because you want technician and technician assistant. Charto help them, and you want to do something maine Buckley is a UK registered dental
constructive maybe take a tooth out or do a nurse. I asked what the island’s general
filling but we just didn’t have the facilities.” dental health is. “The majority is good,
Badier is also an orthodontist (the straight- although a lot are not dentally conscious,”
ening of teeth using braces) “I do orthodon- said Buckley. Buckley added “right now
tics but we don’t have the kit to do ortho- our major concern is the amount of people
dontics here. It’s quite frustrating when you walking into our emergency clinic. Don’t
see work that can potentially be done. At wait for pain to happen with tooth ache,
this stage we don’t have fixed appliances. come in and get a check up.”
That is something maybe for the future. But

continued from page 3
in which are up-to-date in technology. The
new drills provide more torque allowing
faster and efficient use. Other new features
include x-ray viewing boxes, under-floor
piping and new flooring that allow effective
infection control.
During the renovation works emergency patients were given prescriptions of antibiotics
and anti-inflammatory medication for pain.
Badier said, “a number of patients did come

In a press release, dated 26 June, SHG made
two amendments to the Criminal Justice
(Sentencing) Bill. The proposed changes
were approved by Executive Council on 12
June and will be presented in the next formal sitting of Legislative Council on Friday
6 July. The bill is designed to correct two
technical problems with the criminal justice
system.
Deborah Wahle, the public solicitor explained the alterations to the bill. “The
Criminal Justice (Sentencing) Bill, has had
to be brought in to amend a lacuna, which
is a gap in the law, in relation to the original Drugs Prevention of Misuse ordinance.”
The 2007 ordinance made it an offence to
allow land or buildings to be used for the
purpose of cultivating cannabis but did not
provide for a penalty. “Because that ordinance had a clear gap, although there is a
sentencing provision for cultivation for example of a cannabis plant, there was one
missing therefore allowing your premises to
be used. In the legislation, there wasn’t a
way to actually sentence because that was
missing from the sentencing guidelines,”
said Wahle.
This gap was highlighted in a recent case
that came before the Supreme Court in May
2012. “It has been discovered and resolved
by the Attorney General’s chambers so it
will not be a problem in the future,” said
Wahle. Had any case of this nature, come
before the court between June and July, it
would have been postponed until the necessary amendments were implemented. Under the new bill the maximum penalty for
cultivating cannabis and allowing the use
of land or buildings to another party for this
purpose is 14 years.
The second amendment related to increasing
the powers of the Magistrate’s Court. “At
the moment, certain cases can only be held
in the Magistrate’s Court,” said Wahle, “and
certain cases have to go up to the Supreme
Court and it’s quite technical how that takes
place in a criminal case. The new proposed
amendment, as I understand it, is because
we have a new Chief Magistrate and certain
cases now will be dealt with in the Magistrate’s Court, which previously would have
gone up to the Supreme Court.” Under the
new bill, the Magistrate’s sentencing powers will increase, allowing a 5 year sentence
to be imposed. Wahle confirmed that previously, the Magistrate’s Court could only enforce a maximum of 2 years sentence. “So
that’s quite a hike,” said Wahle. “The idea is
that more cases will be dealt with summarily; which means in the summary level in the
Magistrate’s Court, as opposed to having to
go up to the Supreme Court. The Chief Justice tends to come to the island only once
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5
a year. This year he’s been for a special
sitting. It means that hopefully a lot more
work will take place in the Magistrate’s
Court. So again, this amendment is ironing
out, some of the problems that were on the
legislative books.”

the various bits of cutlery and crockery were,
what they were used for and in which order.”
Whilst onboard the boys also had the opportunity to visit parts of the RMS that were not
normally visited by passengers. “Visits up to
the bridge, through the galley, into the cold
store, into the ship’s new hospital. So they

overlooking the airfield, “we had a chance to
go caving, underneath Command Hill there
is an old volcano. There are fumaroles from
the volcano. We put on our hard hats and explored 100m into the cave with our torches.”
The troop also visited Green Mountain and
the Ariane Space Station.
So what was the highlight of the trip? “We
went to Comfortless Cove, it’s a little sandy
beach, snuggled away in the volcanic cliffs.
Whilst we were there, the Ascension Scouts;
who had been sitting exams that morning,
arrived. That doubled our numbers and all
the boys got together in the sea swimming,
kayaking and having various races. We had a
picnic lunch on the beach; we were joined by
Colin Wells, the Administrator.”
Blessington hopes there will be another trip
with a longer stay on the island.

1ST CLASS HONOURS

Jamestown Scouts holding baby
turtles on Ascension Island

SCOUTS TRIP TO
ASCENSION ISLAND
On Friday, 29 June the 1st Jamestown Scouts
and 3 leaders returned from their round trip
to Ascension Island. The Sentinel spoke to
Scout leader, Paul Blessington one of the
leaders who accompanied the boys. He told
us activities began as soon as the troop were
onboard. “I think it was highly enjoyed and a
very memorable trip,” said Blessington. “The
trip was just as important as the destination.
Quite a few of the Scouts had never been off
the island before, hadn’t been on the RMS
even. Not many of them had been taught how
a silver service dining room works so we began by getting the stewards to explain what all

got to see aspects of how the ship operates,”
informed Blessington.
The RMS arrived at Ascension on Wednesday, 27 June, and the Scouts were met by local
Scout leader, Johnny Hobson. “He’d (Hobson) got 3 Landrovers and there was himself
and Stedson Stroud there,” said Blessington.
“The first stop was Johnny’s house in Georgetown and he brought out this big plastic box
of sand. The night before he’d been out on
the beach looking for baby turtles. They
found a baby turtle nest and they’d unearthed
the hatchlings, popped them in a box full of
sand. So all the Scouts got to see what a baby
turtle looked like.” The hatchlings were safely returned to the water that evening. Other
activities included a visit to Command Hill,

Kimberley Yon-Roberts and Gareth Drabble
have been awarded 1st Class Honours Degrees in the UK. Both students left St Helena
in 2009 under the Post-School Scholarship
Programme to study at the University of Bedfordshire.
Kimberley (of Cow Path) studied Media Production and modules included radio skills,
video skills & production, media theory &
research, working in the media, documentary
practices, developing drama, contemporary
practices & debates, cinematic journeys and
uses of film theory.
“The BA (Hons) Media Production course
has provided me with a solid foundation in
understanding numerous aspects of the media
industry; from moving image, script writing,
new media to contemporary practices and debates,” said Kimberley. “As a result of studying this degree, I have also worked freelance
in media companies outputting television programmes in the United Kingdom. I am looking forward to further integrating my skills
that I have learnt in university and applying

Ascension and St Helena Scout troops at Comfortless
Cove beach with Ascension leader, Glen Yon
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home I hope to put my knowledge to use as I
have been hired by Solomons to work within
their IT Department. I hope to gain valuable
experience from working there and I hope this
will increase my employability if my career
takes me to other places in the future. I am
very much looking forward to returning to
St. Helena as I haven’t seen my family and
friends for the 3 years I’ve been away. That’s
what I am really looking forward to.”
SHG UK Representative, Kedell Worboys
said, “both Gareth and Kimberley have been
model students and excellent ambassadors
for St Helena. They fully deserve their First
Class Honours Degrees and should be congratulated for their hard work throughout
their three years of study.”
Both Kimberley and Gareth will return to St
Helena later this year.

Kimberley Yon-Roberts
them in a professional environment. At present, I am eager to be returning to St. Helena
to not only be close to family and friends, but
also to undertake a role at the Sentinel which
directly relates to the media field. I know that
a great challenge awaits me and I am looking
forward to putting theory into practice, positively contributing to the media industry on
St. Helena and developing my skills further to
wherever my career takes me.”
Gareth (of Levelwood) studied Computer

Gareth Drabble
Networking and modules covered computer
systems structure, wireless communications
& networking, networking, network technologies, computer security & counter-measures,
social & professional project management,
research methodologies & emerging technologies and advanced networking.
“I am very pleased with getting my First
Class, I was aiming for one at the beginning
of the final year when I realised getting one
was possible,” said Gareth. “When I return

WHITE PAPER
The UK Government published a White Paper on the Overseas Territories last Thursday
28 June titled ‘Security, Success and Sustainability’. The 128 page document focused on
three goals: strengthening engagement between the UK and the Territories; working
with the Territories to strengthen good governance, public financial management and economic planning where this is necessary; and
improving the quality and range of support
available to the Territories.
Henry Bellingham MP, Minister for the Overseas Territories stated in a press release, “we
are getting other UK Government departments more involved in supporting the Territories in the areas on which they are the
experts. The Foreign Office is setting up a
Jubilee Programme to support an exchange of
expertise between public servants in the Territories and the UK.” Bellingham went on to
say, “we will support the efforts that you are
making to boost economic growth and grow
global businesses, and we will encourage
British companies to invest in and trade with
St Helena and the other Territories. We are
helping St Helena build an airport to open up
economic and social opportunities: the largest
single UK Government investment ever made
in a Territory.”
Prime Minister, David Cameron stated in
the foreword of the White Paper, “this Government is ambitious for our Territories as
we are ambitious for the United Kingdom.
We want to see our communities flourish in
partnership, with strong and sustainable local economies. This White Paper sets out our
commitment to work with the Territories to
address the challenges we face together. This
is a commitment from across the UK Government.”
There are 14 UK Overseas Territories, 11 of
which have permanent populations.
The White Paper is available on
www.sainthelena.gov.sh

WORLD
NEWS
SNIPPETS
At least 81 people have died and over 2 million
have been forced to leave their homes after
torrential monsoon rains triggered floods in
Assam, India. Heavy rains have destroyed
homes, blocked roads and swamped fields.
Officials say more than 70% of the Kaziranga
National Park, famous for its tigers, one-horned
rhinos and elephants is submerged. Half a
million people are living in relief camps and the
rest with relatives.
Violent storms in the eastern USA have left
13 people dead and millions without power.
Officials say outages will take days to a week
to be restored. Emergencies were declared in
Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio and the District
of Columbia and Virginia. The storms felled
trees onto powers lines, buildings and cars and
generated winds of 79mph. The power outages
are especially dangerous as the region is without
air-conditioning in oppressive heat temperatures
of up to 40C.
South African President Jacob Zuma is engaged
in talks to buy a presidential jet. The news
comes days after Zuma warned of growing
frustrations from the country’s poorest over the
government’s failure to improve their lives. A
Boeing 777 seating 300 passengers will cost
Zuma $150m and an additional $80m is to be
spent on upgrades. A private plane is also to be
bought for Deputy President Motlanthe.
Japan restarted its first nuclear reactor since
the meltdown of Fukushima that was triggered
by the tsunami and earthquake last year.
Thousands of protestors angered by the decision
gathered in Tokoyo chanting ‘no to nuclear
restarts’. The protesters are not convinced of
safety assurances and campaigning for a move
to alternative energy resources.
Spain are the champions of Euro 2012 after
securing a 4-0 win over Italy on Sunday 1 July
in Poland. Spain has now won 3 consecutive
tournaments on the trot, a feat never achieved
before in international football.
Experts from the British Lung Foundation (BLF)
have warned that health risks linked to smoking
cannabis is dangerously underestimated by
the public. A survey was conducted on 1000
adults. The BLF says there are scientific links
to tuberculosis, acute bronchitis and lung
cancer from smoking cannabis. The drug is
also known to cause mental health problems
such as schizophrenia. Deeper puffs are taken
when smoking cannabis than tobacco cigarettes
and four times as much tar is inhaled. One
cannabis cigarette is the equivalent of 20
tobacco cigarettes and increases the chances of
developing lung cancer.
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Thank you
Would you like to join the dedicated team at SHAPE and make a
difference in the lives of St Helena’s disabled and vulnerable?
SHAPE has an exciting position that will shortly become available…
We are looking for a Recycling Assistant as part of our OTEP project
to work with our Recycling Trainer in delivering outputs as part of the
OTEP recycling program.
If you would like to learn more, contact Martin Joshua, SHAPE
Manager on telephone No.4690 or email SHAPE@cwimail.sh or call in
at SHAPE.
Letter of application should to be submitted to Sharon, our
Administration Assistant by Wednesday 11th July and the successful
applicants will be expected to commence work on the 1st August 2012.

I would like to express my
sincere thanks and gratitude
to Doctors Suresh, Sulaiman,
Deon, Solomon, the nurses and
staff at the General hospital for
their care and attention given to
me during my stay in hospital,
which was greatly appreciated
by myself and my family.
Also thanks to family and
friends for visiting me and telephone calls received.

HELP SHAPE HELP OTHERS!
_______________________________________________________________________________

God Bless,
Mr Edward O’Bey

SHAPE Enterprise Centre, Sandy Bay, Island of St Helena | Tel: (+290) 4690 | Email: shape@cwimail.sh
Registered No 38 under the companies Ordinance – Registered No C00011 under the Charities Ordinance

For Sale
Subaru Forester XS 4WD Sta on Wagon

AT KUNJIE FIELD
New stock including:
Men’s dress/office shirts & trousers,
Socks, Jeans & T shirts

OPENING HOURS:
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, FRIDAYS AND
SATURDAYS
FROM 4:00 PM TO 6:00 PM

2.5L 4 Cylinder Petrol
Dec 2002 model / 120,000 miles
Features include Low Range gearbox, Air Con,

CONTACT JEAN FOWLER ON TEL: 4044

Alloy Wheels, Air Bags, Tow Bar, CD Player
In excellent condi on, very reliable
Available end August
Price £6,975 or nearest oﬀer
Contact Paul Blessington on 3162 (Home)
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RESULTS
42km Marathon & 21 km Run (Half
Marathon) 24 June 2012
On Saturday morning at Francis
Plain three very brave people participated in the full marathon (42
km).
Overall winner Hendrietta Timms
broke the record for fastest lady in a
time of
04:27:57:00
There were
eight participants for the
half marathon
(21km).
Winner,
Stephen
Bayley in a
time of
02:08:33:00
3km & 10 km
Fun Runs
On Tuesday
26 June there were 35 participants
of all ages eager to run the 3km,
and 12 participants for the 10km.

3km Run:
Overall winner: Nandeli
Pelembe (11
years old!) in
00:20:32
10km Run:
Overall winner: Hendrietta Timms in
00:54:00
Trail Run
Due to rain
the route was
changed to
from the Seafront to Cabbage Tree
Road.
Winner,
Hendrietta
Timms in
00:57:15

Jacob’s Ladder Challenge
Best time: Stephen Oppel in
06:22:22

Hendrietta - just a blur...

A total number of 52 participants took part in the FOR.
A special FOR 2012 medal
incorporating the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee logo was
given to all participants along
with certificates. Gold, Silver
and Bronze medals were
awarded for all races.
Ms Hendrietta Timms came
specially for the FOT and
won 3 events. She was presented a special award of a
locally made wooden plaque
with island coins. Hendrietta
said the island was a
“spectacular place with marvellous people “ and that it
had been “well worth the
challenge of coming by ship
to such a remote place”. She
said she would certainly
recommend the Festival of
Running to other serious
runners and said if people
knew far enough in advance
they would participate.
St Helena Tourism would like
to express thanks and congratulations to everyone who
took part and helped out.
Special thanks to the event
sponsors: NASAS, Bank of
St Helena and Solomon PLC.

Out in front, Nandeli Pelembe
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BRADLEYS CAMP
PROGRESS IN THE MUD!
Damien O’Bey, SHBC

The Basil Read camp site at Bradleys is developing at a speedy rate. It has been just
under a month since The Sentinel’s last visit.
What was just concrete pillars and the frame
work of 6 buildings a month ago, has now
been transformed (by the addition of more
steel frame work)into the outer shells of a
campsite similar in structure to that of the
one situated at Travellers Hill on Ascension
Island. Contrasting to Ascension Island is
the weather at Bradleys. I made the trip on
a cold bleak day after it had been raining all
morning, turning the grounds in and around
the entire campsite to a muddy carpet.
Andy Hall from SA Steel Frame systems
oversees the project and is pleased with the
rate of development, “we’re doing really
well, the new carpenters onsite are picking
up and getting the hang of things. They get
quicker as they go along. So yes we are
doing well but the weather today is horrendous.” Walking around the campsite with
Hall gives you a feel for what the workers
go through, battling the slippery mud with
shoes that get heavier with every step. I
asked if the weather hindered progress in

any way? He explained, “on days
like to today when
its wet and windy
the guys can’t be up
on the roof working
because it’s a health and safety issue.”
Approaching the biggest of the steel structures where the majority of the workers on-

be placed inside the cladding of each wall on
every building, along with 102 mm cavity
battens which will act as insulation, helping
to keep the internal temperature more ambient. Hall adds “on a day like today when
it’s a bit chilly and a bit windy the insulation
will be appreciated.”
The frame work of 4 buildings still needs to
be erected before the frame work phase is

site are working, Hall explains that he has
been asked by Basil read to “kick on” with
the construction of the kitchen and dining
area, “they have requested that it should be
the first building completed.”
Buildings below the
site for the kitchen
and dining area seem
to be wrapped with a
white papery material giving them an almost completed look.
“The material is called
Tyvek” said Hall, “it’s
actually a breathable
membrane that allows
air flow. Tyvek allows
the building to breath
and acts as a moisture
barrier.” Tyvek will

completed for the entire site. Hall informs
“the frame work for one of the buildings has
already been made and fitted together, I’m in
the process of making the 2nd and the final
buildings; the security office and the holding cells.” He also informed that a lot of
the supplies like electrical cables, windows,
doors and shower cubicles have arrived for
the camp and he expects more to arrive on
the Basil Read ship.
When will the camp be completed? “Initially the camp was supposed to be finished by
August,” replied Hall, “but because of logistical problems and the initial start up period
we are going to be a bit later than that. We
are waiting to be connected to the government grid, when we get 3 phase power onsite progress will be a lot quicker.”
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Business Opportunity
Demand for St Helena Tourism services is
expanding and we welcome any businesses
who would like to promote their services
through the
Tourist Of ice.
There is a strong demand for taxis and car
hire services and we would encourage all
businesses offering these services to contact
us so we are aware of your organisation.
For further information please contact us on
2158 or email
melissa.fowler@tourism.gov.sh.

PRINCE ANDREW SCHOOL
PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION

is seeking expressions of interest for the provision of a

Healthy
Tuck-Shop
within the School

For further details and a visit of the facility,
interested persons are invited to contact the School
Office on telephone 4290 for an
appointment.
Expressions of interest may be sent to the Headteacher, Prince Andrew School
by 4pm on Monday 23rd July 2012.

“There will be a meeting of the
St Helena Ivyletts Amatuer Dramatics group on
Tuesday 10 July at 7.30pm at the
Jamestown Community Centre.
If you are interested in becoming a member
please come along”.

Robert A Peters
of Hayne Cottage,
HTH has some local
Stock Seedlings for
sale at 3p each.
You can buy
25, 50 or 100.
Please call 3346

1 3 8 9
9 4 6 3
5 2 7 1
8 7 3 4
2 9 4 6
6 5 1 8
4 8 9 2
7 1 2 5
3 6 5 7

5 4 6 2
2 7 1 5
8 6 9 4
9 1 5 6
3 5 8 7
7 2 4 3
6 3 7 1
4 8 3 9
1 9 2 8

7
8
3
2
1

9
5
6
4

Sudoku solution from puzzle on page 17
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Andrew
Henry
preparing
cables for
dry dock

Funnel deck where the new gym will be installed

24 EXTRA PASSENGER BERTHS
+ LOADS MORE WORK PLANNED FOR DRY DOCK
Darrin Henry, SHBC

The RMS St Helena left our waters on Saturday 30th June for dry dock in Cape Town
and will not return for just under 5 weeks.
There are major works scheduled in the 3
weeks whilst in port. The Sentinel met with
Captain Andrew Greentree to ask about dry
dock plans. “We are converting the existing
space we have onboard into new passenger
and crew cabins to give us a total capacity of
218 persons onboard,” said Greentree. “That
will be 156 passengers and 62 crew. We are
certified to carry 132 passengers and we’re
increasing to 156, so there are 24 extras
spaces we have to create within the existing
space onboard.”
The plan involves converting some crew
cabins into passenger cabins and linen storage lockers into crew cabins. “We’re also
going to upgrade the whole of the crew rec-

Crew bar to
be refurbished
reation,” said Greentree. “The mess and

Captain Greentree at the paper chart table.
A new electronic chart console will be fitted
on the bridge during dry dock.

recreation room is going to be completely
gutted, re-built and refurbished with new
furnishings and fittings. A £2,500 cinema
system will also be installed.” The crew
quarters have not been upgraded since the
ship was built in the 90’s.
Do you lose anything of significance by
converting the existing space? “No the only
thing we would have lost would have been
the gym,” Greentree replied. “However,
we’re installing a purpose built gym. The
gym we have now is one of our hospital
wards so in an emergency we would have to
break the gym down and convert it back to a
hospital ward.” The new gym is being premade in UK and will be installed on the funnel deck. It is twice the size of the current
gym and made of aluminium and glass. Passengers will be able to workout whilst enjoying a view out over the stern of the ship.
“The other thing we’re creating is six new
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DRILLING FOR WATER
Damien O’Bey, SHBC

Existing gym in the hospital ward
cabins for passengers, 2 four berths and 4
two berths,” said Greentree. The remainder of the passenger berths will be created
within existing cabins. Some A deck 2
berth cabins will be converted into 3 or 4
berths. Two of the B deck cabins will undergo changes. “We’re going to convert the
furnishings inside so that they can either be
used as singles or the bunks can be brought
together to convert into double beds. The
other work we’re hoping to do in dry dock
is some of the tank tops in number 2 low
hold. The metal has deteriorated over the
years and is now below the allowed spec by
the classification society. We are required to
replace it, so that’s another big job.”
Other works scheduled in dry dock include
the blasting and repainting of the hull with
a paint system that will last for 40 months
with an anti-fouling, self-polishing paint.
“The ship has barnacles on the bottom and
we are not making speeds we normally
would,” said Greentree. “It’s because the
paint system we put on last time was 30
months. It’s passing 30 months now and the
paint has come off and the growth is coming
quickly.” It slows the ship down by a knot.
The engine room starboard gear box is to
be overhauled, the shafts checked, seals renewed, stabilisers and the rudder checked.
Accommodation showers will be recoated
and some carpets changed. The bureau is to
be refurbished, and an electronic chart will
be installed on the bridge to run in tandem
with the paper chart. The crew are booked
to do statutory safety courses in fire fighting,
sea survival, personal safety, social responsibilities, crisis management and first aid.
“It will be a busy time,” said Greentree.
Typical A deck cabin
that will be converted
from 2 berth to 3 berth

Deep bore holes are currently being drilled by
both Basil Read and the Water Division. The
drilling teams are drilling for two totally different reasons. The Basil Read team needs water
for construction purposes, the Water Division
needs to find long term sources. Both teams
have been successful and found ground water
reserves located some 100m underground.
This is not the first time drilling of bore holes
has taken place on St. Helena. So why are we
only finding water now? Head of Water, Martin Squibbs, explains. “We recently asked consultants Fairhurst to carry out a water resources study over a 20 year horizon. They were
asked to look at the water resources available
over the next 20 years, whilst considering the
impact of airport development and the plan to
supply Blue Hill and Sandy Bay with treated
water. It is believed using our current sources
we have enough water for the next 10 years,
but we will need to find additional sources after this,” said Squibbs. He also added, “previously we stored water in reservoirs in the wet
season and then used it during the dry season,
but it’s not a very efficient process. We experience problems with algal growth and mosquito larvae. Traditionally fish were used to
combat these problems but they create their
own problem, because they have no natural
predators the reservoirs are soon over populated with fish. Squibbs says “in my mind, as
is the view of the consultants, the best solution
is to tap into the underground resources.”
In a recent constituency meeting at Kingshurst,
Cyril George expressed serious concerns about
the Water Division’s plans to drill deep bore
holes. Worried that the drilling would damage natural aquifers, deplete the water supplies
and push the water much deeper underground.
“The drilling process is being done professionally,” said Squibbs who is aware of residents
concerns, and has invited those concerned residents to meet with him to put forward these
worries. So far nobody has taken the opportunity to meet with Squibbs. He added, “we’ve
had professional drillers come into site, we’ve

Drilling rig in Sharks Valley
Pic courtesy of Water Division

REPORT

got an international consultant who knows a
lot about this industry.”
“We have enough water sources in the Levelwood and Jamestown areas,” says Squibbs.
We need to find water in the Red Hill and
Hutts Gate areas.” So far, bore holes have
been drilled at Plantation, Willow Bank, Harpers, and Sharks Valley. The team has not been
successful on every occasion. “We had trouble
drilling up at plantation,” said Squibbs, “we
were hoping to find water supplies to send to
the Red Hill treatment plant, but we only managed to drill to 30m before the ground became
very unstable.” Having already drilled a bore
hole in Sharks Valley for Basil Read, the Water
Division hopes Basil Read returns the favour
using their bigger drill rig to complete the
bore hole at Plantation. At Harpers water was
found but not in sufficient quantities. On the
other hand, “at Willow Bank we drilled to 70m
and found quite a lot of water, but when we
went back the next day and there was none.
The water was leaking away, so we pumped a
material called bentonite (a thick mud used in
drilling) into the hole to block the porous layer
that the water was leaking away from,” said
Squibbs, adding, “we have already established
we can get 100 cubic metres of water per day
from the bore hole which will help us greatly
in the Hutts Gate area.”
Following 3 weeks of exploratory drilling, the
professional drillers set sail for Cape Town on
the RMS on Saturday. Bore holes drilled, what
follows will be a period of monitoring and data
logging. “At Willow Bank we have 2 bore
holes about 10m apart, we will be monitoring
the effect pumping water from one hole has on
the next,” said Squibbs. Overall water levels,
chemical levels, bacterial levels as well as the
effect on natural springs and water sources
around each bore hole will be monitored.
In closing Squibbs remarked “we have pushed
the boundaries which is really good for St.
Helena, however we have not achieved everything we wanted to achieve in the time frame
afforded to us. If Basil Read drill for us in the
Plantation area, it will allow us to see the potential, and give us the information we need to
make some big decisions.”
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MINOR BLASTING IN RUPERTS!
Darrin Henry, SHBC
On Monday afternoon a controlled blasting operation was carried out by Basil Read, in Ruperts
Valley, on the newly cut road, near their quarry.
Soon afterwards, Basil Read Site Agent, Alan
Hudson, declared the area safe and gave his assessment of the operation. “Everything went according to plan, we’re quite pleased with it. We
had Schalk, the earth works site agent in to look
at the results, he’s quite pleased.”
Earlier that morning I had visited the site with
Blasting Manager, Dan Minor, from South African company, Blasting & Excavations (owned by
Basil Read), as he supervised preparation of the

Moment of detonation

blast site. Minor has been working with explosives for 27 years and this was his 10th blast on
St Helena, since arriving in February.
All I knew of explosives before now was what
I had seen in movies and cartoons! As Denvin
‘Reggie’ Henry and Johannes ‘Whitey’ Tshehla
from the blast team ‘plonked’ the 3 boxes of explosives on the floor in front of me, I must admit I was a little apprehensive. The Megamite
explosives ‘sticks’ look very similar to a tube of
sausage meat, or Polony, and soft and squidgy to
hold. Only quite thin. They measure 25mm diameter by 270mm in length.
Minor was quick to point out to me how safe the
explosives are to handle and work with. Very unlike the older dynamite from the 50’s and 60’s
which was nitroglycerin
based and much more
sensitive and therefore
dangerous. These Megamite ‘sticks’ are filled
with a white putty like
substance. Minor cut
one open to show me
and demonstrate how
safe it really was! (A
rather surreal moment
for me as this happened)
They can even be
thrown onto the fire and
not explode! It requires
the electric based firing
device to actually ignite
the Megamite.
I climbed on top of the

offending rock with Henry and Tshehla to observe them charging the holes. There were 14
holes that had been drilled down, vertically, into
the solid rock, about 2.5 meters deep. Yellow Za-

Denvin ‘Reggie’ Henry and
Johannes ‘Whitey’ Tshehla
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pcord was tied around one of the ‘sausage’ sticks
and lowered into the hole. Another 3 or 4 sticks
were dropped in on top of these and pushed down
into place using long plastic rods.
Once all 14 holes were ‘charged’ with the Megamite sticks, with a Zapcord lining each hole, a
detonator is then attached to the end of the Zapcord, which is in turn connected to a firing cable.
The final component is the firer device on the end
of the 500 metre firing cable, activated by turning
a key. This allows a safe distance for triggering.
At 3pm that afternoon I’m back in the valley,
only this time 500 metres across the valley, up on
the Ruperts road, with Minor. He communicates
with Hudson (who is near the power station) on
the radio; they run through a series of pre-blast
checks. Loud sirens echoes up and down the valley. Minor begins the countdown over the radio; 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, Fire. At the other end, Hudson
turns the key. The small section of hillside opposite, framed tightly in my camera viewfinder,

Dan Minor
with a
Megamite
‘stick’

suddenly erupts. I’m frantically snapping away,
wondering whether I started shooting too late.
A split second later the loud thunderclap of the
explosion reaches us and completely startles me.
Back at the blast site 15 minutes later, the Basil
Read team check over their work, rather ‘matter of factly.’ I suppose after a few thousand of
these operations over the years it’s become rather
routine. However, this was my first, and I was
surprised and impressed at how controlled the
blast had been. The entire rock face that had been
‘charged’ had been reduced to pile of large, manageable rubble, yet the surrounding rock formations appeared unstressed.
Rock blasting is set to become a much more
regular feature, once the contractors begin work
in earnest on Prosperous Bay Plain, probably as
regular as every two days. Minor says he plans to
assemble a blasting team of 30 people in order to
cope with the impending workload, mostly all local recruits. At present the blasting team consists
of Minor, Hudson, Henry and Tshehla who were
involved with this blast. Not present on this occasion, but on the team is Wayne Crowie, Keegan
Thomas and Julian Thomas. In addition, away
in Cape Town currently undergoing training, is
Paul Stround, Steven Fowler, Patrick Crowie and
Merril Crowie. The four men are training as drillers.

THE HIGHS AND LOWS TO
ACHIEVING A LAW DEGREE
Lucinda Croft [Peters]

I started my BA Law degree at the University of Cambridge through Lucy Cavendish
College in October 2009 and graduated on
30th June 2012.
It has been a very challenging and hard
three years, the Cambridge law programme
is very intense and it is a case of hitting the
ground running. There is no gentle introduction and students are expected to take on a
very heavy workload from day one. However the quality of teaching and the expertise
of the University’s lecturers and other academics mean the course is very interesting
and brilliantly taught.
There have been several lows throughout
the course, mainly concerning financial
hardship and living away from my partner
John and our children in the final two years
of study. The volume of reading and essay
writing was daunting and it could be stressful trying to meet essay deadlines. Revision
periods were also very stressful; in most
cases we only had a few weeks to thoroughly revise five
full
subjects.
Exams periods
were even worse
as most times I
would have 5 exams in a week.
However it is a
stress that is easy
to thrive on and I
generally found it
all very fulfilling
and enjoyable.
The high points
were definitely
being
taught
by some of the
greatest minds in
the legal profession although I
think in general
being a student at
such a prestigious
university was an
on-going high, it
was definitely an
honour to have
been
accepted
for study there.
Graduation was
a very proud day,
it felt like a long

time coming, achieving a 2.1 in my final
year was very rewarding and receiving the
Myson College Exhibition award for personal achievement was definitely the icing
on the cake.
The next step now is to become a solicitor,
for which I have to undertake a Legal Practice Course, this can cost up to £10,000 and
I will either seek sponsorship or if all else
fails fund it myself, but either way that is the
next milestone to reach.
It feels like a great achievement and I hope
that it can inspire others back home to aim
high and come to the UK to attend university. I left school with a handful of mediocre
grades and never in my wildest dreams did
I see myself doing what I’ve done. Degree
study can be very hard and challenging but
with a good mind set and lots of perseverance it will eventually pay off and I personally hope that sometime in the not so distant
future I can return home and put my accomplishments to good use there.
(Lucinda is the daughter of Mervyn and Pat
Peters, of Alarm Forest)
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A Taste of
St Helena
in a Jar!
Ruth Pridham
When I was asked to write an article regarding
my jam making beginnings, I was in no doubt
as to where I should begin. As a child I would
admire the beautiful jams that my mother
produced all cooked on an open fire! My
sisters and I would often be sent on blackberry picking expeditions with the promise
that on our return we would enjoy stewed
blackberries and dumplings for tea and of
course delicious jam sandwiches for our lunch
boxes. Blackberries were in plentiful supply
in those days but sadly they have declined over
the years.
My jam making began in earnest when my
husband and I returned from England in 1983.
I soon became familiar with where fruit was
most abundant and would gain permission to
pick as much as I wanted. Guavas and medlars
were plentiful at Rosemary Plain and I gained
great pleasure from collecting them. Then on
my return home jam making would begin. I
often experiment by mixing different fruits
together especially those fruits which are low
in pectin. Those who sample my jams will be
familiar with this.
So much depends upon what fruit is in season
at any one time. At the moment, for instance,
my loquat and guava trees seem very late in
flowering, but I understand that at High Point
loquats are already falling off the trees. So if
anyone would care to give me a ring I would
be happy to come and collect them and repay
with jam!
Apart from jams, loquats and medlars lend

themselves to lovely jellies. Jelly making takes
a bit longer but the result is very delicious. I
also use loquats and guavas etc for crumbles
for deserts. Tomatoes which are very useful
as vegetables can also be transformed into a
delicious jam.
If anyone would like information as to how to
use their fruit in jam or jelly making, I would
be pleased to assist them. I seem to be well
supplied with empty jam bottles at the moment
– just waiting for fruit! Many thanks to those
that supplied them. As soon as various fruits
become available I shall be making full use of
them. So if at any time you have fruit to spare,
I would be more than willing to collect them,
with a bottle of jam or two as your reward.
My jams can be bought at the following
outlets: Consulate shop, Jamestown Star, HTH
Supermarket and Mini-Mart HTH.

Loquat Crumble
4oz flour, 2oz marg, 2oz sugar, sprinkle
of salt
Wash loquats and cut into halves
removing the stones.
Place into
saucepan with enough water to cover
them. Simmer until skins are soft. Place
in dish. Whilst loquats are cooking begin
making your crumble topping. Mix
flour, salt and marg in a bowl. Using
hands work mixture together until it
resembles breadcrumbs. Stir in sugar.
Spoon crumble over cooked loquats.
Bake in centre of oven (180C, 350F, Gas
4). Bake for 30 minutes until brown on
top. Serve with custard.
(Recipe can also be used for guavas).
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Two fellas are fishing in a boat under a bridge.
One looks up and sees a funeral procession starting across the bridge.
He stands up, takes off his cap, and bows his head.
The procession crosses the bridge and the man puts on his cap, picks
up his rod and reel, and continues fishing.
The other guy says, "That was touching. I didn't know you had it in
you."
The first guy responds, "Well, I guess it was the thing to do - after all, I
was married to her for 40 years."
------My parents recently retired. Mum always wanted to learn to play the
piano, so dad bought her a piano for her birthday. A few weeks later, I
asked how she was doing with it. “Oh, we returned the piano.” said My
Dad, “I persuaded her to switch to a clarinet instead.”
“How come?” I asked. “Because,” he answered, “with a clarinet, she
can’t sing.”
-------© 2011 KrazyDad.com
Children: You spend the first 2 years of their life teaching them to walk SUDOKU - ‘intermediate’ Level
Fill the grid with the numbers 1 to 9 so that each row, column and 3x3
and talk. Then you spend the next 16 years telling them to sit down
and shut-up.
block contains the numbers 1 to 9
Answers on Page 11
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TIME TO REBOOT - Going back to 5th July

On this day in 1996,
Dolly the sheep, the
first mammal to have
been successfully
cloned from an adult
cell, is born at the
Roslin Institute in
Scotland.
Originally codenamed "6LL3," the cloned lamb was named
after the buxom singer and actress Dolly Parton.
The name was reportedly suggested by one of
the stockmen who assisted with her birth, after
he learned that the animal was cloned from a
mammary cell. The cells had been taken from the
udder of a six-year-old ewe and cultured in a lab
using microscopic needles, in a method first used
in human fertility treatments in the 1970s. After
producing a number of normal eggs, scientists
implanted them into surrogate ewes; 148 days

PEOPLE

later one of them gave birth to Dolly.
Over the course of her short life, Dolly was mated
to a male sheep named David and eventually gave
birth to four lambs. In January 2002 she was
found to have arthritis in her hind legs, a diagnosis
that raised questions about genetic abnormalities
that may have been caused in the cloning process.
After suffering from a progressive lung disease,
Dolly was put down on 14 February 2003, at the
age of six.
5 July, 1989 Rod Stewart hits his head while on
stage & knocked himself out
5 July, 1954 The BBC broadcasts its first television news bulletin.
5 July 1994 – British No.1 single, Wet Wet Wet,
‘Love is All Around’ which became the biggest

...Sandwich
Fillings
1.Omlette, Bacon & Melted
Cheese
2. Hot & Spicy Chicken
with Melted Cheese
3. Baked Wahoo or Tuna
Steak

Sally Hickling,
Alarm Forest
Top 3 is a new feature for ‘Coffee Break’. If you would like to
take part, we need a good picture of you (which we can do) and
your top 3 - it could be your top 3 movies, songs, books or cars.
It could be your top 3 places on St Helena, or top 3 achievements.
The more interesting the better chance of being chosen, as we will
only print 1 per week!
Email: news@shbc.sh with subject heading, top 3.

selling single of the year, staying on the top spot
for 15 weeks.
July 5, 1954 The BBC broadcasts its first television news bulletin.
5 July, 1987 Australian Pat Cash wins men’s
singles at Wimbledon
5 July, 1975, American tennis player Arthur Ashe
became the first black man to win the Wimbledon
singles’ championship.
Ashe beat defending champion Jimmy Connors
three sets to one on Centre Court.
Speaking after the game Ashe said: “I always
thought I would win because I was playing so well
and was so confident.”
The son of a policeman from Richmond, Virginia,
Ashe was reluctant to discuss his tactics, as he
expected to meet Connors again.

DID YOU KNOW...

Humans

• You can't tickle yourself
• ‘Stewardesses’ is the longest word that is typed with
only the left hand
• An average person will spend 25 years asleep
• Your foot and your forearm are the same length
• Your mouth produces 1 litre of saliva a day
• The human body contains 96,000km (59,650miles)
of blood vessels
• You shed a complete layer of skin every 4 weeks
• People who work at night tend to weigh more
• A cough releases an explosive charge of air that
moves at speeds up to 60 mph.
• A sneeze can exceed the speed of 100 mph.
• On average women say 7,000 words per day. Men
manage just over 2000.
• The sound of a snore (up to 69 decibels) can be
almost as loud as the noise of a pneumatic drill.
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Above: End of the countdown, the hillside explodes
Below left: Site Agent Alan Hudson firing the charge
Below right: Denvin Henry carrying explosives into location earler in the day
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Clockwise from top left: Dental nurse
Charmaine Buckley and dentist Wayne
Badier - Ashley at SHAPE reading The
Sentinel - last launch in before RMS
departs - Alfreda Yon (Blue Hartz) goalkeeper Deon Yon taking a cross Blue Hartz vs Rookies on Sunday
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REPORT
Darrin Henry, SHBC
I’ve been lucky enough to visit SHAPE a few
times over the years, and each time I’m surprised
at how positively things have developed from the
last. My most recent visit was my first as representing The Sentinel. Recorder and camera at the
ready I’m met by the newly elected chairwoman
on the SHAPE board, Lolly Young, to give me the
grand tour.
“What we do here,” says Lolly, “is we provide
training and work experience for the disabled and
vulnerable people of the island.”
SHAPE operates from the old first school in Sandy
Bay, next door to the community centre. The first
room we go into is busy with a mix of students
with learning difficulties from Prince Andrew
School (PAS) and SHAPE clients, taking part in
a life skills programme, learning anything from
cooking to cleaning, to taking care of themselves.
This is an extension of their educational programme from school. I meet 19 year old Trish Leo.
“I make soaps, chains and candles,” Trish tells me.
“I don’t use them myself, I put them in the shop
to sell.”
Suzanne Williams, a PAS student says, “I like to
work with the people at SHAPE.” Suzanne has
learned to knit at SHAPE, she tells me she has
made a scarf.
The room is busy and although I get plenty of
smiles, everyone is a little shy speaking into my
microphone. Lolly tells me the room we are in will
soon become a little cafe. “The idea is when we
have visitors and tourists popping by we can offer
them tea, coffee and cakes.” The furnishings look
very familiar. “Lots of the furniture you see here
was donated from the RMS,” says Lolly, “that was
really generous and helped us a lot here.”
We move into the kitchen, newly decorated by
the clients themselves in bright green and orange.
“We’ve refurbished with new fridges, cooker and
microwave,” explains Lolly, “and installed a sink
for washing hands, so we can actually start our
cafe.”
On to the largest room, the craft production area,
where different sections are hard at work. Rosedale
Andrews is in charge of the fibre products section.
I mention that it looks very busy. “It is very busy,”
confirms Rosedale, “and very time consuming.
But, there’s a big demand for flax and aloe-craft

l-r: Liz, Joyce & Wanda, spinning wool

IN GOOD SHAPE

SHAPE workers in the recycling shed
products.” Rosedale shows me a souvenir tortoise
which sells for £5 each, made completely from local flax, which are very popular amongst tourists.
“It was Pam Young’s idea,” says Rosedale, “she
sent us a photograph of something similar that was
made in China, so we adapted it and came up with
our own design.” Working on production is Lily
Williams and Gladys Leo, with Miss Ann Williams
as an assistant trainer. Rosedale is able to make a
tortoise from start to finish in 30 mins, which is
quick, although she points out she’s been working
with the fibre since the age of 5.
The team were also working hard at the time to
fulfil an order from New Zealand, for 100 tiny
flax baskets with soaps and shower gels. I spoke
to Wendy Essex, one of those making the baskets.
Wendy is visually impaired and comes to SHAPE
every Wednesday. “It’s been over a year now since
I lost my sight. I’ve started coming to SHAPE in
January, this year; for me it’s a day away from
home, learning different things and using what
senses I have.” Wendy was happily explaining to
me how she made the baskets, however, I was still
stuck on her loss of sight and prompted her to tell
me more. “I had an attack of Acute Angle-closure
Glaucoma,”
said Wendy.
“I have a
complete loss
of sight in my
right eye, but
I have 5 percent sight in
my left eye.
It was a huge
change in my
life, I’m having to adapt
to everything.
But I do look
forward to
Wednesdays,
coming here
to SHAPE.”
Currently
Wendy’s

Wednesday visits are voluntary, but it is planned
for her to join the voluntary work scheme from 1
July, then she will spend 3 days a week at SHAPE
being employed. “Wendy is very fast at typing,”
Lolly tells me, “she also helps with administration
work for half the day.”
Wanda Isaac initiated a new scheme at SHAPE,
of local wool spinning. Despite having her own
business, Wanda volunteers her time at SHAPE
on Wednesdays. She explained the various stages
of processing the local wool from raw material,
through to the different items that are produced,
including jewellery. Just seeing her operating the
spinning wheel was in itself an impressive skill,
for me, anyway. Also volunteering her time on the
spinning wheel was Liz Johnson, SHG’s Civil Society Office. Joyce Clifford was working away on
the third spinning wheel. “Joyce also came to us on
a voluntary basis,” said Lolly, “but we are employing her now as the wool products have taken off.”
Samara Thomas from Ruperts, has Cerebral Palsy.
Most of her disability affects her left side, but that
hasn’t stopped her getting involved. She is busy
nearby, sewing a flower pattern onto a bag made of
hessian fabric. “I have been coming here since last
August,” Samara tells me, “it’s friendly here, you
can get on with everyone.” I ask about the weather
in Sandy Bay. “Yes, it gets cold,” said Samara,
“really cold.” Rosedale tells me Samara has now
set herself a goal to learn to knit. “When Samara
came here she had no use of her left hand,” said
Rosedale, “but since doing craftwork she can now
move her fingers in her left hand, which Sunnit
(the physiotherapist) says is all thanks to SHAPE.”
Samara told me the first thing she wants to knit is
a hat – for Rosedale. This brought loads of laughter from the team. We made an agreement I would
return to photograph Rosedale in the hat when it
was ready.
Julie George is the newest recruit at SHAPE, and
amongst other things is responsible for the jewellery making, the soaps and candles. “Our main focus for the last couple of weeks has been candles,”
says Julie, “what with winter coming up we hope
they will be quite popular.” Julie and Lolly enthusiastically got me to sample the different candle
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Wendy Isaac
making flax
baskets

shed and begin an agricultural training
programme.
In front of the shed, drying in the mild
winter sunshine, are beds of paper fire
bricks. These are made from recycled paper and card, and are the size of typical
building bricks found in the UK. The paper is pulped. Holes are drilled through to
help them burn better. They are suitable
for a range of uses, including barbeques,
cooking fires, home heating and geysers.
So far there has been a lot of production.
The next phase will be marketing the
product and sales.
A large commercial shredder, capable
of processing 2 to 3 tonnes of paper per
hour, is on site, which has been sourced
through OTEP funding.
Woody Stevens, the recycling trainer tells
me about operations in the shed. The process involves first shredding the paper,
then putting it through a Holland beater
machine to form a mushy pulp. The pulp
is then squeezed into various shapes using moulds to create the various paper products,
from picture frames to fire bricks, and even sheets
of paper itself. Many of the SHAPE products such
as the soaps and candles are actually presented in
paper packaging that has been produced on site.

scents, including a delicious smelling coffee candle. The day before Julie had learned to make lip
balm for the first time and hints, maybe shaving oil
will be another product in future. “We want to start
a small catalogue so people will know what we
have at SHAPE. It will be effective to
have a printed catalogue in our outlets Samara Thomas making a bag
but we are also hoping to put the products on our Facebook page. Hopefully
it will also go onto our website, www.
shape.co.sh.”
Martin Joshua has been managing
SHAPE for 3 years. “It’s been a brilliant project,” said Martin. “When I
started we had 6 clients, myself and
Rosedale supervising; now we have 32
clients and 6 trainers, so it’s really developing. We now have plans to expand
to a new premises to do our recycling
project. It’s quite congested here now
with the introduction of further clients,
and also the drying conditions at Sandy
Bay are not great, it takes longer because of the location for our paper and
Perry Vanguard, one of SHAPE’s first clients, is
fuel bricks to dry. So hopefully the new location operating the Holland beater. He kindly takes time
will be on the sunny side of the island, preferably out to demonstrate how the sheets of paper are proNew Ground or Ladder Hill.”
duced from the pulp.
Lolly introduces me to Trevor Henry and
At the back of the building is the flax decorticator although it’s mentioned he has a disability,
machine, newly arrived, using funds donated by it’s not immediately apparent. Trevor is only
the old SHDA (now ESH). “Basically we’re trying 29 years old, I ask him just what is his disto revive the flax and aloe industry,” said Martin, ability? “I had a brain tumor,” he replies. “I
“The consignment of flax fibre that we’ve been couldn’t move my right side properly. This
using up to now is actually from Nick Thorpe, was 4 years ago but I’m feeling much betfrom their flax mill that was in operation in 1982 ter now, by coming to SHAPE and getting
or sometime like that. So now with this machine involved, talking to people. I’m not at home
we are going to be able to produce our own flax sitting around.” Trevor was previously a carfibre and also to supply for other people on the is- penter, when diagnosed he travelled to Cape
land who want to do the craft but can’t get the raw Town for medical treatment. He underwent
material. This machine has actually come all the chemo and then radiation treatment on his
way from China; they use it for banana platen and tumour, and has since been on the long road
hemp.” It is hoped to have the decorticator up and to recovery. He still has problems with his
running by October.
right side, but is feeling much better. Trevor
We move across to the recycling ‘shed,’ although has been volunteering at SHAPE for 2 years,
I joke with Lolly, this looks too posh to be called after he got in touch and asked to come.
a shed. The ‘shed’ was paid for using United Na- Working in the recycling shed he told me evtions funding, Martin told me. From the funding ery day he learned something new, and paid
they have been able to construct the large recycling tribute to Woody. “Woody is very crafty, he’s

always coming up with new ideas.” I asked Trevor
if he had to recommend just one product for me to
buy as a souvenir, what would it be? “The product
I would recommend would have to be the picture
frames,” said Trevor, laughing, as this is what he
has been making.
Ashley has autism. He confirmed he loves coming
to SHAPE. Lolly tells me how he has developed
socially in leaps and bounds because of the environment. Ashley has a running joke with manager, Martin. Following an occasion where Martin
dressed up, Ashley now calls him ‘pink pants,’ and
leaves drawings around the place of Martin.
Nichaela Essex is another client, she has been coming to SHAPE for 4 years. She told me, “SHAPE
has got a lot better over the years.” During the official opening ceremony Nichaela gave a speech,
despite being quite nervous. Nichaela has recently
passed her maths and English in literacy and numeracy exams that are held at SHAPE, sponsored
by AVES.
My visit to SHAPE flew by. There seemed to be so
many amazing stories, so much positivity and ‘can
do’ spirit. The thing that stood out, above everything, was the buzz of excitement around the place
and the pride that both clients and staff exuded
when talking about SHAPE, and what it is they do
there. No one focuses on negativity or disability.
When I wanted that information I had to ask.
“What is important for people to understand about disabilities is that it can
happen to anybody at any time,” said
Lolly. “You don’t have to be born with
it; you don’t have to inherit it. It can
happen through illness, it can happen
through an accident; some of the people you spoke to today they were born
with it, or like Trevor, had an illness.
It can also happen through an accident.
We know so many people who’ve had
bike accidents and are now completely
disabled. And I think some people forget that; they forget how it can just happen to anybody at any time. On island,
before SHAPE, there was nothing for
disabled people really, so SHAPE is so
wonderful for that. And young people
like Trevor, when they ask to come here, you know
they want to be here; that’s saying something about
what the service is providing.”

Trevor Henry
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ASCENSION ISLAND GOVERNMENT

VACANCY – CARPENTER (RE-ADVERTISEMENT)
The Ascension Island Government is seeking to recruit a suitably experienced and able person to fill a posi on of
Carpenter. The posi on would ideally suit someone who is seeking a challenge and would like to work with a small
compact team in a mul -tasking environment.

Amongst other du es, the successful candidate will be expected to:
 Undertake any carpentry, repairs and maintenance for Ascension Island Government and other Organiza ons.
 To carry out stevedore du es as a core func on, which involves working a 12-hour shi and at mes, weekends

The successful candidate must be proficient in the following areas:
 Carpentry and building maintenance.
 The safe opera on of basic hand and power tools.
 Workplace safety and safe li ing and handling procedures.
 First aid.
Possession of a clean valid driving licence for vehicles of class A, B & C is also a requirement of this post.
Salary for the post is Grade 4 (£7,148.00 - £10,722) per annum. The successful candidate’s salary will fall within this
band and depend upon ability and experience. The successful candidate will also receive: rent free accommoda on,
u lity allowances, mid-tour passage/flight, a gratuity on comple on of 2 year contract, free medical and primary dental
treatment and generous baggage allowances. The post is oﬀered as single status and a food allowance of £2,825.00
per annum will be paid.
Further informa on about the post is available from the Building & Civils Team Leader on telephone number (+247)
6138 or email robert.anthony@ascension.gov.ac .
Applica on forms and a copy of the Job Descrip on are available from the Administrator’s Oﬃce by telephoning (+247)
7000 ext 131 or emailing nicola.dillon@ascension.gov.ac.
Completed forms should be sent to the Human Resources Adviser on fax number +247 6152 or by email to alan.
nicholls@ascension.gov.ac by no later than Friday 13 July 2012.
Alan H Nicholls
Human Resources Adviser
Administra on Building
Georgetown
Ascension Island
2 July 2012
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CHURCH NOTICES

FaithMatters
Father Fred George

Vox Populi, vox Dei ??????????
Contrary
to popular
opinion it
was not
some ancient Greek
or Roman
philosopher
who first
came out
with the
idea that the
voice of the
people was
the voice
of God. It
was Alcuin,
the English librarian of Charlemagne, the
First Holy Roman Emperor in the eighth
century, who made the first recorded use of
the saying. But he used it to underline the
fallacy of it.
It was the vox populi who made Mussolini
Duce of Italy. It was the vox populi who
made Adolf Hitler the Fürer of Germany.
The truth is that the voice of the people is
only the voice of God when the people are in
regular contact with God. It is the voice of
God when it collectively reflects God’s loving
nature.
For those who know about the constitution
of a country the defence of Democracy ( rule
by the people ) is that it is the best of all the
bad systems that men have used in governing
society. Democracy is fallible, but all the
other ways of government are worse.
The Arab “spring” which we have seen in
Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Yemen and perhaps
Syria and Bahrain too is a struggle to bring
Democracy for the first time to most of those
countries. But Democracy will not necessarily bring good government. It was a democratically elected government which tried to
deprive the Saints of their citizenship in the
nineteen eighties and it took twenty years to
solve the problem. Unless the people try to
do the will of Him who made them, the God
Muslims and Christians both claim to follow,
Democracy will not bring good government.
But Democracy will only work as well as it
can if all the people take part. That is what
elections are all about. They are one of the
ways that we can take our part in government.
One of the depressing things on this island
is how few people are registered to vote and
how few of those registered do vote.
The last bye election was a case in point. I
wasn’t an elector, but notice Earl Henry –

whom I have always found a good bloke
which would be true of the other candidates too – got 155 votes, 58% of the votes
counted. The other candidates got 110 between them. That is 265 out of an electorate
of about a thousand not including those who
have failed to register. Voting is not the only
part of our duty as citizens and Christians;
we should also speak up for those who seem
to get a raw deal or who have inadequate
resources, but we will only get good legislators if we chose people who are interested in
the welfare of the people and especially of the
marginalised. If we don’t register we can’t
vote, and if we don’t vote it is our fault if we
don’t get a good legislature.
Democracy is only a good thing if the
“Demos” – us - are genuinely interested in
the welfare of others and will speak and do on
their behalf. God speaks through us, if we
let Him.
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday 8th July
8.45am Divine Service, Sandy Bay Chapel
10.45am Divine Service,
Head O’Wain Chapel
7.00pm Divine Service, Jamestown Chapel
Sermon:Casting Stones at Adultery
(Pastor) (John 7:53-8:11)
10.00 am Sunday School
Jamestown Schoolroom
Tuesday 10th July
5.00pm Bible Studies, Cape Villa
7.30pm Bible Studies
Jamestown School Room
Wednesday 11th July
7.30pm Bible Studies,
Deadwood at home of Winnie Thomas
Thursday 12th July
5.30pm Bible Studies, Sandy Bay Chapel
7.30pm Bible Studies, Blue Hill
(Home of Francis & Beattie Peters)
For more info contact Pastor Graeme Beckett
Email: graemebbeckett@gmail.com
Tel. 2388
DIOCESE OF SAINT HELENA
The Cathedral Parish of St Paul
Sunday 8 July
14 Sunday of the Year
8.00 a.m.Eucharist
Cathedral
9.30 a.m.Eucharist
St Martin
11.15 a.m.Sung Eucharist,
St Helena & The Cross
5.30 p.m.Choral Evensong
Cathedral
Thursday 12 July
10.00 a.m.Eucharist
Arabia
Sunday 15 July
15 Sunday of the Year
8.00 a.m.Eucharist
Cathedral
10.00 a.m.Sung Eucharist
Cathedral
3.30 p.m.Eucharist
St Peter
The Parish of St James
Sunday 8 July
14 Sunday of the Year
9.30 a.m.Sung Eucharist
St John
7.00 p.m.Choral Evensong
St James
Wednesday 11 July
7.30 a.m.Eucharist
St James

Thursday 12 July
7.00 p.m.Eucharist
with Healing
St John
Sunday 15 July
15 Sunday of the Year
9.30 a.m.Sung Eucharist
St James
Parish of St Matthew
Sunday 8 July
14 Sunday of the Year
11. a.m.Sung Eucharist
St Mark
Tuesday 10 July
7.00 p.m.Eucharist
St Mark
Sunday 15 July
13 Sunday of the Year
8.00 a.m.Eucharist
St Matthew
11.00 a.m.Eucharist,
Levelwood Community Centre
7.00 p.m.Sung Eucharist
St Mark
SUNDAY 8th July 2012
NO JAM CLUB.
FAMILY SERVICE WILL BE
HELD AT THE HALF TREE HOLLOW
HALL AT 11AM. ALL ARE WELCOME.
MUMS & TODDLERS EVERY MONDAY
AT THE HALF TREE HOLLOW HALL AT
10AM.
LADIES FELLOWSHIP – HOME LEAGUE
EVERY TUESDAY AT THE HTH HALL AT
3.30PM.
ADVANCED NOTICE
SUNDAY 29TH JULY 2012
PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICE UNITED
WITH THE ANGLICANS AT THE HALF
TREE HOLLOW HALL AT 5.30PM. ALL
ARE WELCOME. TEA & REFRESHMENTS AFTER THE SERVICE.
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT THE
SALVATION ARMY
TAKE CARE & GOD BLESS
Seventh Day Adventist
Saturday 7 July
9:15am- Hymn Singing
9:30am- Sabbath School
10:00am- Bible Discussion
11:00am- 12:00pm- Divine Service
2:00pm- Pathfinder Programme
Wednesday 11 July
7:30- 8:30pm- Prayer Meeting in Church
For more information, contact Pastor Clack
Tel No. 2267
Email grace4grabs@gmail.com
All are welcome
BAHA’I FAITH
www.sthelenabahai.og
BAHA’I CENTRE
Gumwoods
DEVOTIONAL MEETING
Thursday 5th July at 8pm
All are welcome.
“ Regard man as a mine rich in gems of
inestimable value. Education can alone cause
it to reveal its treasure and enable mankind to
benefit therefrom”
Baha’u’llah
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BANK OF ST HELENA

NOTICE BOARD

VA C A N C Y
I N T E R N A L

A U D I T O R

( P A R T - T I M E )

Bank of St Helena is seeking a suitably qualified and experienced person
to fill the position of Internal Auditor.
This is a high profile post which will require the successful candidate to:
x

be self motivated;

x

have excellent communication skills;

have relevant auditing experience (preferably in a banking
environment);
x

x

have a recognized qualification in accounting/finance and or auditing.

This post will be on a part-time basis ie: two days per week
The main purpose of this post is to manage and execute the Internal Audit function,
co-ordinating specific processes to support the implementation and execution of the Audit Plan,
monitoring compliance with statutory requirements and the bank’s policies and procedures along
with preparing and presenting audit findings and recommendations.

For further information about this post and salary offered, please contact Miss Rosemary
Bargo, Managing Director, on Tel (00 290) 2044 or email: manager@sainthelenabank.com
Applications should be addressed to Josephine George, Human Resources & Executive
Support Manager, Bank of St Helena, Market Street, Jamestown
Bank of St Helena

Market Street
Jamestown

Phone:00290 2390
Fax: 00290 2196
E-mail: info@sainthelenabank.com

Closing date for applications is Wednesday
9 July 2012

B u i l d i n g

f o r

t h e

f u t u r e
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BANK OF ST HELENA

NOTICE BOARD

VA C A N C Y
Marketing

&

Customer

Services

Manager

( £10,000 pa)

%DQNRI6W+HOHQDLVORRNLQJWRUHFUXLWDG\QDPLFDQGHQWKXVLDVWLFSHUVRQZLWKH[FHOOHQWPDUNHWLQJDQG
FXVWRPHU VHUYLFH VNLOOV WR ILOO WKH QHZ DQG H[FLWLQJ PDQDJHPHQW UROH RI 0DUNHWLQJ  &XVWRPHU 6HUYLFH
0DQDJHU 0 &60 7KHSXUSRVHRIWKHSRVWLVIRUWKH development, implementation and management
of a customer relationship strategy, to complement the Bank’s Strategic Plan.
The M&CSM will need to be capable of delivering:
x
Consistent and cost-effective customer services;
x

Customer-aligned products and services;

x

Enhanced customer loyalty and long term value.

The M&CSM must be proactive and will form the foundation from which the bank will be able to respond to
market opportunities by renewing and reinvigorating products and services. It will be crucial that this is
sufficiently cohesive so as not to disrupt current services and put existing clients at risk.
6NLOOVDQGH[SHULHQFHWKDWFDQGLGDWHVVKRXOGKDYHLQFOXGH
x

5HFRJQL]HGTXDOLILFDWLRQVLQ0DUNHWLQJDQGRU&XVWRPHU6HUYLFH

x

3URYHQ ZRUN H[SHULHQFH LQ D PDUNHWLQJ SRVLWLRQ DQGRU FXVWRPHU VHUYLFH UROH DW PDQDJHPHQW
OHYHO

x

([FHOOHQWYHUEDODQGZULWWHQFRPPXQLFDWLRQVNLOOV

x

:HEVLWHGHVLJQDQGZHEVLWHPDLQWHQDQFHVNLOOV

x

.QRZOHGJHDQGVNLOOVLQDZLGHUDQJHRIPDUNHWLQJWHFKQLTXHVDQGFRQFHSWV


7RILQGRXWPRUHDERXWWKLVUROH\RXFDQFRQWDFW-RH\*HRUJH+XPDQ5HVRXUFHV &XVWRPHU6HUYLFHV
2IILFHURUFDOORQWHOHSKRQHQXPEHU  

$SSOLFDWLRQ IRUPV DUH DYDLODEOH RQ UHTXHVW IURP WKH EDQN &RPSOHWHG DSSOLFDWLRQ IRUPV VKRXOG EH
DGGUHVVHG WR -RH\ *HRUJH +XPDQ 5HVRXUFHV  &XVWRPHU  6HUYLFHV 2IILFHU

Bank of St Helena

0DUNHW6WUHHW-DPHVWRZQR
RUHPDLOHGWRKXPDQUHVRXUFHV#VDLQWKHOHQDEDQNFRP


Market Street
Jamestown

&ORVLQJGDWHIRUDSSOLFDWLRQVLV-XO\

Phone:00290 2390
Fax: 00290 2196
E-mail: info@sainthelenabank.com



B u i l d i n g

f o r

t h e

f u t u r e
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Minor Ailment? No prescription necessary!

By John Woollacott, Pharmacist, Health & Social Welfare Directorate
We all know the feeling; you’ve got a cold with all the trimmings: blocked up nose, headache and irritating cough. So you’re
about to ring for a doctor’s appointment so you can get some treatment to relieve the symptoms. But wait! Do you always need to
see a doctor to get access to medication, especially for more minor medical conditions? In this article we look at how minor ailments can also be managed by a trip to the dispensary to see the pharmacist.
In the UK, pharmacies are part of the fabric of most High Streets and communities. The public know that they can access treatment and advice for a variety of minor medical conditions without needing to see a doctor. Unfortunately, here on St Helena
limited access to non-prescription medicines and associated advice to go with them is a problem that limits our ability to care for
ourselves when we are sick. In order to improve this situation a selection of medications to treat a range of minor ailments will be
made available to the public by speaking to me (John).
So what conditions can potentially be treated over-the-counter without a prescription and in what circumstances would it be appropriate to go to the pharmacist rather than to the doctor? It all depends on the symptoms you have and the legal classification of
the medicine needed to treat it (whether it’s prescription only). The scenarios below might give you some idea:
Scenario 1. Your little girl, who is 4 years old, has been suffering from a cold since yesterday. She’s got a runny nose, a slight
temperature, a bit of a cough and is off her food.
Comment: Colds are viral and so no antibiotic is necessary. With a typical cold the symptoms are usually worse on days 2 and 3 of
the infection and then begin to improve. The average cold lasts around 7 days, though this can be slightly longer in young ones as
their immune system is still developing. The best strategy is to manage the symptoms. The following might be suggested: paracetamol syrup to manage the fever and anti-histamine syrup to dry up the nose and cough as well as aide restful sleep. If the child had
any more serious symptoms e.g. very high temperature, wheezy chest, then I would advise a doctor’s appointment. For an older
child or adult a decongestant could be supplied.
Scenario 2. You are a 48 year old man who has developed ‘piles’- haemorrhoids. You had them once before and you got some
cream off the doctor which did the trick.
Comment: A mild case of piles can be managed with a non-prescription cream. The cream can be applied for up to 5 to 7 days at
a time and relieves the irritation and pain. A frequent cause of haemorrhoids is constipation, therefore advice on diet (increasing
fibre) or a short course of laxatives might be recommended to ensure you don’t make the problem worse through straining. If the
piles are not responding to the treatment or if they are recurrent you would be referred to the doctor.
Scenario 3. You are busy 27 year old who has a mouth ulcer. You’ve had 6 in the last 4 months and they are taking well over a
week to heal each time. You don’t really want to make a doctor’s appointment as it’s not easy to get in around work.
Comment: Whilst I would normally happily provide treatment for a mouth ulcer, if they are frequent and slow to heal this could be
a sign of an underlying condition. So in this instance, although a mouth ulcer is usually a ‘minor ailment’, the nature of symptoms
would mean that I would advise a doctor’s appointment. Small mouth ulcers can be treated with Bonjela from the shops (16+
only), whilst more painful ones can be managed with Adcortyl, which will be available from the dispensary.
The most common conditions that can be managed by a pharmacist are as follows: allergies, athlete’s foot, conjunctivitis, constipation, cold sores, coughs and colds, diarrhoea, dry eyes, earwax, mild eczema, fever, haemorrhoids, headache, indigestion, mouth
ulcers, pain relief, sore throat, travel sickness, threadworm, thrush, warts and verrucas.
Hopefully this gives you some idea about how you might be able to manage some conditions without seeing a doctor. I’m always
happy to give advice or point you in the right direction if I can’t help you. I can usually be found either in the dispensary, or opposite at the desk in the storeroom, so do come and see me if you want some advice about any of the minor ailments listed above
or have a query on your prescription medicine. As most of you know, the dispensary can be a busy place! Therefore I’d generally
advise to come between 2 and 4pm if you want to see me and avoid the queue. In some cases the right course of action might
be to purchase a medication which is available off the shelf in the shops; I’ve had a look at what’s available and I may refer you
there. However, through this service Saints will finally have ready access to a much broader selection of medicines to manage
minor medical conditions.
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NOTICE BOARD
Solomon & Company (St Helena) Plc
has Vacancies for two

Carpenters
Salary will start at £6,152 per annum
depending on qualifications and experience.
Solomons have enhanced their Terms & Conditions of Employment
and offer an attractive benefits package which includes, free hometo-duty transport, a Pension Scheme, Annual, Sick, Maternity and
Paternity Leave, Training & Further Education Incentives, Discount
on Purchases and much more.
Job Purpose:
To construct, repair, restore and
install structural woodwork and
related materials which requires
the use of standard carpenter tools
and p
power driven woodworking
g
machinery.

For further information, please contact
Michael Constantine, Building Services Manager
on telephone number 2739, or via email address:
g @
worksmanager@solomons.co.sh

Application forms may be collected from
Solomons Reception Desk, in their
Main Office Building, Jamestown and
should be completed and returned to
Marianne Young,
Human Resources Manager,
Solomons Office, Jamestown
by 17 July 2012

Ideally, Applicants should have experience in working in this field of
work and should also possess the following knowledge, skills and
abilities:


Knowledge of tools, equipment and materials common to the
carpentry trade.



Knowledge of cabinet-making techniques.



Skills in the construction, repair, restoration and installation of
wood or related materials.



Ability to estimate time and materials needed for assigned work
projects.

Web: www.solomons-sthelena.com

Solomon & Company (St Helena) Plc
has a Vacancy for a

Trainee Insurance Underwriter
St Helena Insurance Cell Captive
Salary will start at £5,124 per annum depending on
qualifications and experience.
This is an exciting and responsible position;
ideally suited to individuals who have an
interest in the Insurance field and have the
potential to be trained and developed to
aspire to an Underwriter role.

The successful applicant will be required to
undergo training in the Insurance Office, to learn
the day-to-day operations of the department,
providing an effective and efficient service to both
internal and external customers, prior to
undertaking Underwriting duties.

Solomons have enhanced their Terms & Conditions of
Employment and offer an attractive benefits package which
includes, free home-to-duty transport, a Pension Scheme,
Annual, Sick, Maternity and Paternity Leave, Training &
Further Education Incentives and much more.
For further information,
please contact Mr Mervyn Henry, Insurance Underwriter
on telephone number 2380 or
via email address: mervynh@solomons.co.sh
Application forms may be collected from
Solomons Reception Desk, in their
Main Office Building, Jamestown and should be
completed and returned to the
Human Resources Manager,
Solomons Office, Jamestown,
by 17

Applicants should have a good academic background; be in possession of
at least GCSE English and Maths, Grade C or above,
and must be Computer Literate.

July 2012
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Postbox Walks Maintenance Supervisor and Labourer
The St Helena National Trust is looking for 2 enthusiastic people who are
passionate about conserving the Island’s heritage to maintain the Islands
footpaths in conjunction with Tourism.
The posts are full time (35 hrs per wk) from 1st August 2012 until 30th March
2013 (with 1 to 2 year extension on successful completion of contract)
The Salary is £5720 per annum pro rata (£115 per week) for the Supervisor
post and £4680 per annum pro rata (£95 per week) for the labourer post with
£500 bonus for achievement of contract.
For more information and an application pack please contact Jodie Mills on
2224 or email jodie@shnt.org.uk
The closing date for applications is Friday 13th July with interviews taking
place on Wednesday 18th July 2012.

Project Manager
Hospitality Training and Learning Centre

In order to support Economic Growth and Skills Development, Enterprise St Helena is putting in place a
project to deliver hospitality training. We are therefore seeking to appoint a suitably qualified and
experienced person to manage the implementation and delivery of this project.
The applicant will be expected to deliver and assess accredited training, coordinate the commissioning of
professional skilled trainers in addition to steering and monitoring this project. The applicant must
therefore demonstrate experience in all areas.
You will need to show relevant qualifications, along with a minimum of 10 years senior experience in the
hospitality industry. Ideally you should also have experience of quality standards and customer
service delivery.
The successful applicant will work alongside the ESH team, relevant stakeholders, external trainers and
assessors.
If you have the skills required and are interested in an exciting new challenge, we would like to hear from
you. Applications comprising a CV including a covering letter should be submitted to Natasha Bargo on
Tel: 2920. Or Email: natasha@esh.co.sh by 12pm on Thursday 19th July.
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SCHOOLS
This week Yr 5/6 pupils from
St. Paul’s Primary School share their efforts in

Poetic Imagery and Fantasy
Greek Gods

Wings

If I were a Greek goddess
I’d become Medusa
I’d have her marvellous
Snake-like hair
And turn people into stone
With one stare!

If I had wings
I would touch the horizon
That lies across the deep ocean,

If I were a goddess,
I’d become Hades
And control the underworld,
Lurking in the darkness
Like a tempted bat.
If I were a goddess,
I’d love to be like Aphrodite!
Then I would be the goddess
Of love and beautyMy hair like rippling waves
As it blows in the wind.
If I were a goddess
I’d become Zeus –
I’d be the goddess
Of all other goddesses,
Towering over like the sun
Over the earth.
If I were a goddess
I’d finally become Athena,
For she’s the goddess
Of love and soul.
I’d take souls to Hades
Like a bird takes its babies….
BUT, if I really had
To become any of these
Wonderful creatures,
I’d be………………………….
ALL!
By Jade Leo (Yr 6)

If I had wings
I would taste good food in Paris
As delicious as my dreams.
If I had wings
I would hear sweet music
Ringing in my ears,
If I had wings
I would see great white sharks
That roam the salty seas.
If I had wings
I would feel the cold winds
As chilly as red peppers,
If I had wings
I would fly around the world
On a quest to
See and know more!
By Travis Peters (Yr 6)

Wings
If I had wings
I would touch the clouds
That move across the sky.
If I had wings
I would taste the air
As hot as gas.
If I had wings
I would hear feathers flapping
Gently in the air.
By Alex Vanguard (Yr 6)

Invisible Me!
If I was invisible
I would travel by night
Tickling everyone in sight.
If I was invisible
I would rob a lickastore,
As get some money
Out the drawer.
If I was invisible
I would travel the world
Never to be seen
By the girls.
If I was invisible
I would make a sound
In the dark
Scaring everyone
In the park.
By Christopher Herne (Yr 6)

If I had……..
If I had wings
I would touch the sky
In the centre of the heavens
That stretch across the blue.
If I had wings
I would taste the passion fruits
As sweet as blossoms flower.
If I had wings
I would hear the hallelujahs
Echoing peacefully
In the clouds.
If I had wings
I would see all my dreams
Come true and
Join the stars too.
If I had wings
I would feel freedom
That spreads across the globe.
If I had wings
I would fly around the planets
On the smooth air and dream.
By Georgia Bedwell (Yr 5)
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SPORTS
Skittles News

Festival of Running
Concludes
Contestant in Ladder
Challenge
Sinead Green
SHBC

On Friday 29 June, the
Festival of Running
came to a close, it concluded with the Ladder
Challenge in which 10
participants took part.
Spectators gathered at
the top and bottom of Jacobs Ladder. Time keeping was dealt with at the
bottom of the Ladder, radio contact from the top
helped with this.
The first person to make
it to the top of the Ladder
was Hendrietta Timms
in 8 mins 3 secs. “It’s
very hard,” said Hendrietta. “I was always a distance runner so that was
always going to be hard
for me but I just wanted
to take part. It’s hard
to rate as it’s like nothing else.” Hendrietta has
won 3 races during the Festival of Running. “If there had been more people here that certainly
wouldn’t have been the case. Yes, I run regularly at home and I have done several marathons
but I wouldn’t class myself particularly as brilliant, it’s just gone well for me this week.”
Another participant was 11 year old Charlotte Hubbard. “I feel I did quite well,” said Charlotte, “I also took part in the 10K marathon and I’m hoping to do it every year.” Charlotte was
the youngest person to take part in the Ladder Challenge, in a time of 8 mins 25 secs.
The fastest time for the challenge went to Steffan Oppel in 6 mins 22 secs. “I’ve walked up
the Ladder many times,” said Steffan, “I’ve never had anyone watch me though (laughs), it’s
not too hard, we do this for work pretty much most every day walking up and down the hills.”
Steffan works for the St Helena National Trust .
The record time of 5 mins 17 sec set in 2007 by Stefan Schlett remains.
“We were very pleased with the overall participation in this year’s Festival of Running,” said
Christina Stroud, Product Development & Administrative Executive of Tourism. “There was
definitely large support for the 3K and 10K fun runs, in total we had about 47 people taking
part in both of those events. This year we actually had people taking part in the full marathon because last year we didn’t have anyone.” Three people took part in the 42K. “The first
women’s record was broken,” said Christina, “that was by Hendrietta Timms in a time of 4 hrs,
27 mins, 57 secs.” Due to bad weather conditions the Diana’s Peak ascent had to be slightly
changed. “It started at Jamestown but instead of going to the summit of Diana’s Peak it ended
at Cabbage Tree Road.” Five people participated in that event, once again Hendrietta Timms
was the winner, 57 mins 15 secs.
On Friday evening the 29 June at the Jamestown Community Centre a presentation was held
for the Festival of Running, approximately 50 people attended. “It was good to see most of the
participants who took part in all the races,” said Christina. “There were medals for 1st, 2nd and
3rd place for each individual race. We also had a special souvenir medal which incorporated
the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee logo and the Festival of Running printed on the tag which was
given to everyone who participated along with a certificate.” Mike Dean, Tourism Executive,
did the presentation and speeches. Miss St Helena, Leoni Ellick and 1st runner up, Ashton
Yon presented the prizes.
Christina would like to thank their sponsor’s, the Bank of St Helena and Solomon & Company.

Mark (Lego) Thomas
JAMESTOWN COMMUNITY CENTRE
SKITTLES SEASON 2012 NINE A SIDE LEAGUE
RESULTS
25-Jun
L. HSc.
G. HSc.
L. HSp.
G. HSp.
L. HSc.
G. HSc.
L. HSp.
G. HSp.

Never Readys - 508 bt. Parttimers - 501
Cilla Henry - 65
Patricia Crowie - 54
Dion Thomas - 64
Patrick Peters - 77
Cilla Henry - 14
Patricia Crowie - 17
Charlie Wade - 15
Patrick Peters - 16
Who Cares - 502 bt. Hazards - 461
Debbie Benjamin - 51
Colin Thomas - 72
Gilbert Legg - 59
Darlene Thomas - 12
Colin Thomas - 15
Rex Young - 14

27-Jun
Woodpeckers - 503 bt. Alcometers - 461
Ann Andrews - 54
Clarissa Osborne - 54
Anthony Henry - 67
Dwayne Osborne - 56
Emerald Newman - 9
Anthony Henry - 16
Mike Theobalds - 14
Bandits - 501 bt. Roller Belles - 445
L. HSc.
Wendy Plato - 70
Sheila Richards - 57
G. HSc.
Robert Bedwell - 62
L. HSp.
Sophie Peters - 13
Parsy Francis - 10
G. HSp. Robert Bedwell - 16
Next week's fixtures: Mon. 9 Jul: Hazards v Alcometers & Never Readys v Roller Belles
Wed. 11 Jul: Who Cares v Bandits & Parttimers v Woodpeckers
Mon 2 Jul: Roller Belles v Who Cares & Alcometers v Parttimers
Wed 4 Jul: Never Readys v Hazards & Woodpeckers v Bandits
L. HSc.
G. HSc.
L. HSp.
G. HSp.
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SPORTS
ROUNDERS RESULTS

Cilla Henry (Rookies)

Sunday 01 July
Blue Hartz 37
C Williams 9.5

Rookies 7
Cilla Henry 2

LOM: Charlotte Williams (Blue Harts)
Ballsy Ladies 11
Sarafina Yon 5.5

Dodging Divas 7
Danielle Stevens 3
LOM: Jayne Duncan (Ballsy Ladies)

Blue Hartz
Go Top
Sinead Green SHBC

Blue Hartz strolled to an
easy win on Sunday 1st
July against the Rookies,
37 - 7. Rookies won the toss and took to the

field. Blue Hartz immediately took control, setting the pace Charlotte Williams made the Hartz
1st rounder. Geita Leo-Crowie accumulated a
number of half rounders and a full rounder just
before she was stumped out on fourth base going for her 2nd full rounder. Chelsea Young had
her second sky ball dropped by Shara Williams
(put off by close proximity of the surrounding
fence) from behind the wicket . Rookies needed
to take control of the game but errant throwing
and misfielding gave the Blue Hartz the opportunity to continue a strong 1st inning. Lavanda
Leo found an opening between second and third
base which resulted in her gaining a rounder.
16 rounders had been accumulated by the Blue
Hartz and the Rookies had only gotten two players out, this was proving to be a tough challenge
for the Rookies. The first catch of the day went
to Shara Williams drawing on her quick reflexes
she took a stunning catch to dismiss Christianna
Knipe. After an hour of fielding the Rookies
finally got all of the Blue Hartz out, for a staggering 27 1/2 rounders.
Cilla Henry was first to bat for the Rookies
crunching the ball to the right side of the field,
she gave Rookies a much needed rounder. Just
as things started to look up for the Rookies,
back stop Charlotte Williams and 1st base guard
Lavanda Leo clicked, working like clockwork.
Rookies were stumped out one by one. Cilla
Henry tried once again for another great hit but
the resulting sky ball was caught by Lavanda
Leo. Rookies players were all out with a score
of 1 1/2.
In the second innings Blue Hartz made changes,
Emma Piek replaced Alfreda Yon. Both teams
set to recieve 30 good balls. Juliette Leo-Crowie found the sweet spot on the bat and added
another rounder. Rookies once again found it
difficult to get Blue Hartz out. Lavanda Leo
gaining in confidence showed off her batting
skills and added another half rounder to the

ROUNDERS FIXTURES
Sunday 08 July
1.30pm, Rastas vs Misfits
Umpires, Dodging Divas & Rookies
3.15pm, Rookies vs Dodging Divas
Umpires, Misfits & Rastas

score. Deep fielder Myra Young pulled off her
1st catch of the day to see Alexia Furniss out of
the game. Using all 30 balls Blue Hartz made
10 1/2 rounders, giving them a final score of 37.
Lady of the match Charlotte Williams made an
impressive 9 1/2 Rounders
With no chance of winning Rookies could only
play for score. The ever determined Cilla Henry
making another good connection to score another rounder. For the fielding side Emma Piek
impressed many with her swift arm, sending
the ball into baller, Melissa Clingham. Rookies
slowly added score, Myra Young got her rounder along with Natalie Leo who celebrated on her
way to fourth base. Geita Leo-Crowie put in
another assured performance making scoring
difficult for Rookies by keeping a watchful eye
on second base. Christanna Knipe showed safe
hands catching Rookies best batter Cilla Henry.
Rookies made 5 1/2 rounders off their 30 balls,
giving them a final score of 7 rounders.
At 3:15, Ballsy Ladies battled Dodging Divas.
Ballsy Ladies matching Blue Hartz at the top of
the table with their 4th win, Ballsy Ladies scoring 11 to Dodging Divas 7. Ballsy Ladies Jayne
Duncan picked up the lady of the match award.

Chelsea Young (Blue Hartz)

ROUNDERS LEAGUE TABLE
Blue Heartz
Ballsy Ladies
Rastas
Misfits
Dodging Divas
Rookies

P W D L RF RA Pts RD
4 4 0 0 89.0 44.5 12 44.5
4 4 0 0 50.5 27.5 12 23.0
3 1 0 2 46.0 36.0 3 10.0
3 1 0 2 37.0 33.5 3 3.5
3 0 0 3 45.5 51.0 0 Ͳ5.5
3 0 0 3 18.0 76.5 0 Ͳ58.5

ROUNDERS SLUGGERS
Charlotte Williams
Jessica Sim
Sarafina Yon
Lawanda Leo
Tara Plembe
Chelsea Young
Juliette Leo Crowie
Giselle Richards
Jayne Duncan
Tracy Greentree
Sasha Benjamin
Melissa Clingham
Zara Stevens
Christine Caswell
Terri Clingham
Geita Leo-Crowie
Lilly Andrews
Nicola Constantine
Margie Fowler
Christianna Knipe
Abby Kirk
Marie Jonas
Kerry Phillips
Danielle Stevens
Alfreda Yon
Jackie Thomas
Jodi Joshua
Alexia Furniss
Cara Joshua
Lucy Ceaser
Bridget Henry
Emma Piek
Clare Harris

BlueHartz
Rastas
BallsyLadies
BlueHartz
Misfits
BlueHartz
BlueHartz
BallsyLadies
BallsyLadies
DDivas
BallsyLadies
BlueHartz
DDivas
Rastas
Rastas
BlueHartz
Rastas
BallsyLadies
DDivas
BlueHartz
Misfits
Misfits
DDivas
DDivas
BlueHartz
Rookies
BallsyLadies
BlueHartz
Misfits
Misfits
Rastas
BlueHartz
Rastas

25
14.5
13
11.5
10.5
8.5
8.5
8
7.5
7
7
7
6.5
6
6
6
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4
3.5
3.5
3.5
3
3
3
3
2.5
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SPORTS
Kieth Yon (Bellboys)

GREAT KING GREGORY
Damien O’Bey SHBC

Gregory Phillips deft
strike in extra time earned
Raiders a 3-2 victory,
knocking Bellboys out in
the opening round of fixtures for the 2012 Knockout tournament.
For Bellboys a very able Leroy Caswell took

his place between the sticks replacing Keith
Yon.
Early proceedings saw Bellboys attacking
on the flanks, Tommy-Lee and Joshua Young
combining as they advanced on the right wing.
Enjoying early possession Ryan Benjamin and
Scott Crowie adopted a shoot on sight policy,
but saw most of their efforts fly high and wide.
Good interplay from Raiders midfield trio Darrin Henry, Greg Phillips and Meshara Yon allowed Wayne Yon to drift into space and deliver early crosses, however the majority of his
deliveries lacked accuracy. Raiders gained a
foothold in the match on the half hour. Referee
Declan Clifford awarded Raiders a spot kick
after the ball had struck Ryan Benjamin’s hand
just inside the penalty area. Following a barrage of protests to the referee from Bellboys

SHFA 2012 KNOCKOUT DRAW

The semi finals will be played on completetion of league fixtures, and the final contested
on Presentation Day.

players, Meshara Yon calmly converted the
spot kick.
Raiders’ goal breathed life into the contest,
both sides created chances regularly. Anthony
Bennett blazed over, missing an opportunity to
draw Bellboys level, whilst Phillip Isaac was
unlucky not to extend the Raiders lead when he
poked his effort wide.
In the final minutes of the first half Bellboys
drew level through a Joshua Young strike. Receiving possession on the right of Raiders penalty area Josh struck a shot with the outside of
his right foot, and saw the ball curl in at the
far post. Raiders keeper Shavone Hayes said
after the game, Josh’s strike surprised him, “I
thought it was going wide, even if I had dived
I might have got a fingertip to it but it was a
good shot.”
The second half saw Bellboys attacking uphill
towards Peak Hill. Settling into their stride
early in the half the Bellboys earned a corner.
Hayes got down to his right to save from Ryan
Benjamin’s header but during Raiders frantic
efforts to clear Peter Young handled. Scott
Crowie confidently converted the spot kick
giving his side a slender lead.
The game had now become very open, Raiders used steady build up play with man of the
match Darrin Henry driving forward from
midfield, but Bellboys looked dangerous on
the break; Devlin Yons strike drawing another
save from Hayes. With 7 minutes remaining
Raiders star man Greg Phillips announced his
return by scoring an equaliser. Latching onto
the ball he unleashed a low right footed drive
which found its way through Bellboys defence
and crept under Caswell in Bellboys goal.
Bellboys created a perfect opportunity to score
a winner in regulation time; however an un

continued on next page ...
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SPORTS
...continued from page 30

Greg Phillips
(Raiders)
marked Anthony Bennett scuffed his shot wide
from 6 yards.
22 very tired players contested extra time,
many collapsing with cramp. Soldiering on
Raiders looked the more determined to win,
a fact noted by a Bellboys supporter watching
from the side lines, “Bellboys looked good in
the first half and midway through the second,
but the Raiders dominated after scoring the
equaliser.”
Christian Phillips came close to scoring for
Raiders. Driving into the box he launched a
potent shot that drew a world class save from
Caswell who tipped over. Both sides failed to
score in the first period of extra time.
Early in the second period Greg Phillips stole
in at the near post and finished clinically from
an acute angle to send his side through to the
semi-finals. A Scott Crowie effort that brushed
the side netting excited the neutral supporters
hoping for penalty kicks, but Phillips’ goal
proved enough.
A disappointed Bellboys keeper Leroy Caswell
summed up the game, “I should have saved the
shot from Greggie. I would have been better
off staying on my feet and kicking it away.
They had 3 chances and scored 3 goals. We
had lots of chances and only scored 2.” Winger
Anthony Bennett added,” we didn’t take our
chances. We need to be more decisive in front
of goal.”
Following the appearance of Darrins dream
team in last week’s issue, this is mine.
Goal Keeper: Keith Yon (Bellboys)
Defenders: Brian Sim (Rovers), Mark Williams (Raiders), Lee Yon (Bellboys)
Midfield: Alonso Henry, Mike-e Williams
(Harts), Ryan Benjamin (Bellboys), Andrew
Yon (Rovers), Ricardo Herne (Fugees)
Strikers: Kevin Hudson (Fugees), Andrew Yon
(Crystal Rangers)

...continued from back page
weren’t beaten.
So, cue penalties. Scouts went first, Darren
Bedwell scoring. Wayne Crowie also found the
net for Wirebirds before Phillip Francis made
it 2 for Scouts. Scouts went on to score their
3rd by Gareth Walton before Jamie Peters effort was saved by Fabian Peters in goal. However, Jamie’s miss didn’t matter. Deon Yon
saved penalties from Williams, Alistair Buckley and Martin ‘Kunya’ Buckley to take Scouts
through.
“I have to give it to the boys today,” said Phillip
Francis afterwards, “they all played well today.
The last 10 minutes everybody was cramping
but they worked really, really hard. But, wasn’t
for our goalkeeper, we would have been out of
it a lot earlier.”
“I had to redeem myself from last game against
the Bellboys when I let 8 goals in,” laughed
goalkeeper Deon Yon. “I don’t know, I just
feel like I was just on my game today. They
were coming at us quick and the Wirebirds are
a tricky team because they have a lot of fast
players; Dane, Jamie and Leroy up front, and
it’s hard to hold them off.” I asked Yon about
his success in stopping 3 penalties in the shootout. “I’m just glad the way it turned out, glad I
picked the right places.” Through to the semifinals, who would you prefer to meet, Harts
or Fugees? “I fancy the Fugees,” said Yon,
“I think they have the edge on the Harts. The
Harts have a good footballing team, good passing, but the Fugees have a better strike force.”
Leroy Fowler
(Wirebirds)

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Saturday 30 June
Raiders 3
Bellboys 2
G Phillips 2
S Crowie (p)
MOM: Darrin Henry (Raiders)
YPOM: Josh Young (Bellboys)
Rovers 6
Crystal Rangers 0
R O’Dean 3
MOM: Andrew (Speedy) Yon (Rovers)
YPOM: Louie Youde (C Rangers)
Sunday 01 July
Wirebirds 2
Scouts 2
Dane Leo
Dalton George
MOM: Aaron Legg (Scouts)
YPOM:
Harts 2
Fugees 1
Simon Bennett
Clayton Thomas
MOM: Delroy Leo

FOOTBALL FIXTURES
Saturday 07 July
1.30pm, Rovers vs Scouts
linesman, Bellboys & Harts
3.30pm, Harts vs Bellboys
linesman, Scouts & Rovers
Sunday 08 July
1.30pm, Raiders vs Fugees
linesman, C Rangers & Wirebirds
3.30pm, Wirebirds vs C Rangers
linesman, Fugees & Raiders

JUNIOR FUTSAL RESULTS
Sunday 01 July
Young Rustabouts 3
Young Rovers 2
POM: B Issac (Rustabouts) & M Greentreee (Y Rovers)
Junior Harts 4
Hotshots 1
POM: M Young (J Harts) & Joey Thomas (Hotshots)

Young Rangers 5

Longwood Dynamite 1

POM: Adien Yon-Stevens (Young Rangers)

Assassinators 12

Rocketeers 0

POM: Oksana Yon (Rocketeers)

Legendaries 3

Longwood Blues 0

POM: Rhys Francis (Legendaries)

Young C Rangers 8

Saint Boyz 0

POM: Scott Henry (Young C Rangers)

JUNIOR FUTSAL FIXTURES
Sun 08 July
9:30 am Young Rovers v Junior Harts
10.00am Young Rustabouts v Hotshots
10.30am Young Rangers v Hotspurs
9.30am Legendaries v Saint Boyz
10.00am Assasinators v Lngwd Dynamite
10.30am Young C Rangers v Rocketeers

FOOTBALL LEAGUE TABLE
Rovers
Harts
Fugees
Bellboys
Raiders
Wirebirds
Scouts
C. Rangers

P W
6 6
7 5
7 4
7 3
7 2
7 2
6 1
7 0

D
0
1
2
1
2
0
1
1

L
0
1
1
3
3
5
4
6

GF
14
21
21
24
10
8
5
7

GA
1
8
11
6
12
31
18
23

Pts
18
16
14
10
8
6
4
1

GD
13
13
10
18
Ͳ2
Ͳ23
Ͳ13
Ͳ16

FOOTBALL HOT SHOTS
KevinHudson
ScottCrowie
MichaelWilliams
ClaytonBenjamin
RicardoHerne
AnselmoPelembe
JoshYoung
MarkWilliams
AnthonyBennett
LeroyFowler

Fugees
Bellboys
Harts
Rovers
Fugees
Harts
Bellboys
Raiders
Bellboys
Wirebirds

11
8
7
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
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Deon Yon (Scouts)

DEON YON - HERO
Darrin Henry SHBC

Deon Yon carried Scouts into the 2012
knockout semi-finals with a heroic goalkeeping performance over 120 minutes, and 3 penalty saves in the deciding
shootout.

Wirebirds will go home from this match in disbelief they are out of the
competition, such was their dominance. After lacklustre league performances, today the scintillating form we saw in their first 2 games of
the season was back. The difference? Well, the return of young Jamie
Thomas up front is a key factor for me. At times his slim frame looks in
danger of being lifted off the ground as the wind catches his football jersey, but don’t let this fool you. His intelligence playing on the shoulder
of the last defender and speed over the ground is what Wirebirds have
missed while Jamie took time out to concentrate on his exams.
Early as the 4th minute, a perfect through ball from Wayne Crowie in the
Wirebirds midfield was chased down by Thomas, who beat the keeper
with a flicked shot, but couldn’t keep the effort on target. Crowie and
Thomas established a great partnership right away and were a handful
for Scouts all day.
The first goal came on 20 mins. The ever industrious Alistair Buckley
in Wirebirds midfield, flighted a perfect ball over Scouts defence which
Thomas was onto in a flash. Yon in the Scouts goal managed to block
the shot, however, Thomas was first to the loose ball and squared for his

strike partner Dane Leo to tap in. 1-0 Wirebirds.
Two minutes later, drama at the other end. Martin ‘Kunya’ Buckley
upended Dalton George in the penalty box; referee Tommy Lee Young
pointed to the spot. Fabian Peters, making his season debut in goal for
Wirebirds, denied Scouts’ captain Phillip Francis with an acrobatic one
handed save, high to his right.
Attack against defence was the pattern of the first half. Wirebirds were
quick and incisive but whenever they got past Scouts’ back line, they ran
into the one man shield that was Yon. Pick of these saves came on 35
mins; a low cross from Alistair Buckley after getting to the by-line found
Leo who fired a first time shot from close range which Yon showed great
reflexes to keep out.
Scouts then drew level right on 45 mins. A super cross by Jamie Peters
was met by George with a controlled side foot finish for 1-1.
Mark Yon had to be carried off soon into the second half with a swollen
shin, following a clash in the box. Wirebirds continued to create most
chances, including a headed effort by Leroy Fowler that came back off
the right hand upright.
With 7 mins of regular time left to play Wirebirds finally made the breakthrough. Scouts failed to clear a corner properly, the ball was crossed
back in by Wayne Crowie, 3 players around the 6 yard line all failed to
connect and it bounced on to Ricardo ‘Squares’ Williams, who lashed a
rocket of a shot past Yon. 2-1 Wirebirds.
Just when it seemed all over, Scouts came back again right at the end, on
90 mins this time. Dalton George was once again felled in the box; another penalty awarded to Scouts and plenty of protests from Wirebirds.
Up stepped Francis again; this time made no mistake, taking the game
into extra time.
Extra time was an endurance test for both teams, many players suffering
from cramp. Lex Yon picked up a yellow card for a challenge on Miles
Henry, and although there were a few attempts on goal, both keepers
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